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PEMBROKE / PEMBROKE DOCK
THEATRE
1788? Opened
1830? Closed
There was a “licensed theatre” in Pembroke from the late 1780s
onwards, and performances were regarded as worthy social occasions,
frequently bespoke by the local gentry. Henry Masterman, whose
circuit included Carmarthen, Haverfordwest, Milford Haven and
Pembroke, played regular winter seasons until his death in 1803. A visit
from the celebrated Masterman Company was eagerly anticipated.
Masterman’s was not the only group of strolling players to perform in
the town. Ferizer’s circuit included Aberystwyth, Tenby and Pembroke,
and they are known to have performed “A Bold Stroke for a Husband”
on January 16th 1790 at the theatre in Pembroke. The comedy was
bespoken by Lady Caroline Campbell.
After Henry Masterman’s death the company split into two, one part of
which was eventually managed by Charles Sanders, with Masterman’s
son continuing to give occasional performances and maintaining the
family continuity. The Sanders company played regular winter seasons
in Pembroke between 1816 and 1824, alternating with seasons from
Potter’s Strolling Players, a company based in Haverfordwest. The
theatre was definitely abandoned and demolished by 1840, and possibly
as early as 1830.

Lady Caroline Campbell

THE PRIORY
In October 1830 a company headed by a Mr Fitzwaylett visited the town. He was advertised as having
performed at London’s Theatres Royal, Adelphi and the Surrey. According to the “Carmarthen Journal”:
“Not being within the town, he has fitted up a convenient theatre at the Priory but whether from superstitious
fear of meeting a ghost of some cowled monk or hooded nun, or the unpopular part of the neighbourhood he
has chosen, he has not met with the degree of enjoyment his merits deserve.”

TOWN HALL
1819
1840
1847
1882
1993

Opened as Town Hall & Market
First use for theatrical entertainment?
Altered to incorporate the courtroom
Major reconstruction
Extension added

The imposing Pembroke Town Hall in Main Street was built in 1819, and twenty years later it appears to have
welcomed its first theatrical company: Mr Bass played in the Town Hall for six weeks from February 3rd
1840. The Carmarthen Journal said “the success of the season is due to the liberality of the Town Council, who
granted the use of the Town Hall, the old theatre no longer existing.” Although mainly used for concerts, the
Hall occasionally accommodated the more “refined” touring attractions: in March 1889 Mr H. Gomer May
was the star of a repertory season at the Town Hall, performing Eccles in “Caste”, Cochrane in “Mamma” and
Friar Laurence in “Romeo and Juliet” and earning much praise from the Cardigan Observer.
Following extensive renovation and addition, it is currently a venue for social events and meetings.

Open Air Performances
An open field in Bierspool was the site of many early circuses, travelling waxworks and menageries. The
earliest roundabouts were pushed around by boys, given "a free ride after a certain number of turns". Next
came roundabouts driven by ponies, then steam, "finally leading up to the gorgeous gondolas and moving
animals belonging to Mr Harry Studt", with their ringing organ music and electric lights.
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But the most spectacular was the Buffalo Bill Wild West
Show which came to Pembroke Dock on May 14th 1904.
The
show,
a
massive tableau of
the Wild West,
containing
over
500
horsemen,
began
its
performance with a
procession from
Pembroke Railway
Station led by the
showman himself,
Poster on the Market Hall advertising Buffalo Bill
William F. Cody,
otherwise known as
Buffalo Bill. Among the star attractions was a range of horsemanship
featuring Native Americans, sharp shooting exercises and various
displays featuring South American gauchos, Bedouin tribesmen and
Russian Cossacks.

MARKET HALL, Pembroke Dock
1826
1850s
1886
1941
2000?

Opened
In regular use for entertainment
Rebuilt with a roof over the market
Suffered bomb damage
Refurbished
The Market Hall Pembroke
Dock was built in 1826 and
purchased by the Borough
Council in 1881. Its original
construction was subject to legal
challenge because of an existing
market in Pembroke itself (the
Pembroke Market had very little
use for entertainment purposes
and was demolished in 1979.)
In the 1850s, the market was so
well attended that open-air
entertainers and showmen did a
thriving trade around the main
gate.

In 1886, under its new
o w n er s h ip, t h e Boro u g h
Council, a roof was added and a
very large roofed hall was now
available for events ranging from concerts to mass meetings of Dockyard trade unionists. The Eisteddfods of
the late 1890s and early 1900s attracted large audiences.
During World War I the Market Hall was used most nights to provide refreshments and entertainment for the
soldiers and sailors who now filled the town. Sunday evening concerts featured professional entertainers, often
watched by "4,000 men enjoying themselves". In 1941 the Market Hall itself was damaged by blast from a
bomb intended for the nearby RAF station. The building, recently restored to a high standard, continues to
house the regular Fridays market, but controversy has arisen over plans to close its market function and relocate
the existing traders to the St Govan’s Centre in Pembroke.
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TEMPERANCE HALL / PATER HALL
1845
1941
1950s
1957

Opened as the Temperance Hall
Destroyed by enemy bombs
Rebuilt
Renamed the Pater Community Hall

Originally built by the Temperance Society
in 1845/46, Mr John Hall, an inspector of
shipwrights, leased the land on which the
hall now stands, together with the plot to the
west. He planned to build houses on these
plots but because of his sympathy with the
temperance movement he leased the corner
plot to the Society. He also loaned the
Society the money to build the hall, where
for threepence a year children would be
admitted as teetotallers, having “signed the
pledge” to abjure alcohol for their entire
lives.
As the "only public hall in town" from the
1850s onwards the Hall became the centre of
general entertainment and events,
exhibitions, regimental band concerts, and
performers ranging from the Pembroke
Serenaders and "Hoffman's organophonic
band".
Visiting play companies would occasionally
perform at the Temperance Hall (as well as
Ord’s Theatre), and in 1882 there was a
record-breaking, much remarked upon
success of the actor Sydney Paxton
appearing as Captain Cockleshell.
By the 1930s the Hall was frequently used
for dances, but in 1941 the Hall suffered a
direct hit during an air raid, and was severely
damaged.
Following a rebuild in the 1950s it was
gifted to the town and in 1957 it was named the Pater Community Hall, and continues the old hall's function as
a community centre for meetings, entertainment and dances.

ORD’S THEATRE
1860? Opened
1900s Closed
Mr Ord's theatre was a wooden structure on the north east end of South Gwyther Street. It was open by 1860
when Ord himself played the leading role in the farce “Caractacus King of Britain. According to a newspaper
report, “Mr Ord's witticisms drew forth roars of laughter and the accompanying music from the Pembroke Rifle
Corps band “is more enjoyable now each performer is familiarised with his instrument”. A keen supporter of
this theatre was the senior Dockyard officer, Captain Ramsay, R.N. It is recorded that he would often pay
admission costs for up to 50 boys a week in order that they could enjoy the entertainment staged there. This
theatre was still in operation in 1900.
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QUEEN’S THEATRE
1905 Opened as a variety theatre
1912 Introduced film shows
1929 Used exclusively as a cinema
1940s?
Closed and used as a warehouse
The Queen’s was never very successful, neither as a variety theatre nor as a cinema. In August 1908 “Uncle
Mac’s Holiday” with Moran & Walsh barely took enough money to cover the costs of the show, and the
following week the entire company of performers - Will Euston, Ella and Edward, Olive and Wilfred, Bu Val,
Knot, Ivy Rochefort and Barney Deeley - were all left stranded when their employer, Fred Desmonde,
absconded without paying them. The local theatre manager was able to help out, and enable the company to
move the next week to the Public Hall, Treharris. A warrant was issued for the arrest of Fred Desmonde.
In 1912 the Queen’s began showing films along with its variety performers, and by 1929 was used exclusively
for films, with no live shows. During the Second World War years it closed and was used as a warehouse. It
never re-opened.

HAGGAR’S CINEMA
1910?
1914?
1930s
1980s
?

Opened as the Pembroke Cinema
Renamed Haggar’s Cinema
Enlarged and redeveloped
The first floor converted for bingo use
Closed and concerted into the Paddles Nightclub

The original cine-variety was equipped with an 18ft proscenium and a stage area of 18ft wide by 8ft deep. It
had one dressing room, and was clearly a small undertaking, with just 300 seats. It began life as the Pembroke
Cinema and occupied a part of the site which had earlier been the town’s Assembly Rooms.
Shortly after the outbreak of the Great War the premises were acquired by William Haggar and renamed
Haggar’s Cinema. (The Haggar family’s traction engine fairground machines had been requisitioned for the
war effort, and gradually the Haggars were moving into bricks and mortar rather than their previous portable
and touring business.)
The cinema remained inside the family for many
years: William was succeeded by his brother
Walter who ran the cinema for a few years before
his son Len Hagger took over in 1939. The
building was re-furbished and enlarged to
incorporate not only the cinema but a Ballroom
and Restaurant and was for many years the main
social centre of the town. By 1980 the upper
floor had been converted for bingo, and the
ground floor had become a 277 seat cinema.
Today the cinema has been converted into the
Paddles Nightclub.
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PICTURE PALACE/ BARGER’S PALACE
1910
1914
1921
1922
1923
1940
1948?
1961
2013

Opened as White’s Palace, a cine-variety
Renamed Barger’s Picture Palace
Major rebuilding, possibly on same site?
Failed to sell at auction
Re-opened as the Palace Cinema
Closed and used for war purposes
Reopened as a cinema
Converted into a bingo hall
Closed

White’s Picture Palace, in Queen Street, with Rory Macs
as the Manager, was in business by 1910, and in
December that year offered Swift & Esmond, “the ideal
vocal comedy couple” as an attraction between pictures.
Over the next three years Mr White presented performers
like Williams & Hayes, “The Prima Donna and the
Tramp”; Probyn and Bates, contortionists; Lily Gaston, male impersonator; and Willie Long, “the English
Hebrew comedian”.
In 1914 the business changed hands, and the new manager, Tom Barger, renamed it after himself, and started a
policy of presenting all-live concert parties some weeks alternating with a mix of stage shows and cinema.
The visiting concert parties were very popular: in January 1915 H. Flockton-Foster’s Company “The Ideals”
“have broken all records at the Palace, Pembroke Dock”, and by August that year the venue was advertised as
“Barger’s Palace, Pembroke Dock – the only recognised Concert Party House in the town”.
Business was booming, so Tom Barger had big plans. In September he advertised:
“Wanted Theatre Architects to communicate with Tom Barger, the Palace, Pembroke Dock with a view
to altering two buildings.” It is not exactly clear which two buildings, and for what purpose, but it
seems these plans came to nothing due to wartime shortages of material and manpower.
However, his adverts in 1921 proclaimed a continuing run of concert parties at the NEW Palace, which seems
to have been a rebuilding and enlargement of the old premises. And just eight or nine months later, in June
1922, an advert in “The Stage” announced that Barger’s Palace Pembroke Dock, and Barger’s Palace
Haverfordwest were offered for sale by auction on July 20th. The Pembroke Dock Theatre was offered on a 26
year lease at £6 ground rent. Both cinemas failed to sell : the Pembroke Dock one was withdrawn at £6,900
and Barger’s Palace Haverfordwest was withdrawn at £2,450.
It is not clear what happened thereafter, though the Palace remained open as a cinema up to the start of the
Second World War. During the war years the cinema closed and was used as a store for aircraft alloy, and
then in the late 1940s re-opened and operated as a cinema before going over to bingo in 1961. Eventually it
operated as a Top Ten Bingo Club, and the building closed in March 2013.

GRAND CINEMA
1914 Opened as a cine variety
1974 Closed
1980 Demolished
The Grand Cinema in Meyrick Street, Pembroke Dock, was built in 1914 as a
timber framed building clad in corrugated iron sheeting, with the front in
rendered brickwork. It had a proscenium opening of 32ft. And in its early
days it staged variety turns in between the film shows.
It became a full-time cinema in the 1920s, at which time it had a seating
capacity of around 550, but this was reduced to 420 seats when CinemaScope
was installed in the 1950s. The manager at the time of opening and into the
1940s was Henry Claypole. The St. Govan’s Centre now stands on the site.
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GARRISON THEATRE / ASTRA CINEMA
1830
1930s
1957
1975
2005

Built as a Chapel
Converted into the Garrison Theatre/ Astra Cinema
Closed and became a museum
Unused and gradually became derelict
Major restoration undertaken
Built by the Admiralty in 1830 as the Pembroke
Dock Garrison Chapel it was designed by the Royal
Navy’s chief architect George Ledwell Taylor as a
place of worship for its employees in the dockyard. It
is thought to be the only surviving classical Georgian
Church in Wales. On of its most famous worshippers
was General Gordon of Khartoum who served with
the Royal Engineers. The chapel’s most interesting
features is its domed roof and bell tower. The bell,
which originally hung here, was cast in Spain, having
been captured from a Spanish cruiser.
When the dockyard closed in 1926, the chapel
continued to be used for worship, but after the Army
left in the 1930s it was converted into the Astra
Cinema and Theatre, though it was frequently
advertised as the Garrison Theatre. (Astra was a
common name given to military cinemas.) The
departure of both the Royal Air Force and Royal
Navy in 1957 led to the end of its entertainment use,
and it was converted into a motor museum. This
closed in 1975, and the building became derelict.
Plans for saving the Grade II structure attracted much
interest. It was visited by the Prince of Wales and
Duchess of Cornwall, and separately by Prince
Edward, during its restoration, and thanks to a
Heritage Lottery Fund grant it has been splendidly
renovated.
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PENARTH
Some portable and fit-up theatres, and some mysteries!
Prince of Wales Portable
Joe Johnson’s Prince of Wales portable is known to have been erected in Penarth for a March to August 1889
season, and then returning again in October the same year. The company returned in February 1901, this time
headed by Johnson’s widow.
Ebley’s Portable
Ebley’s portable was another regular visitor to Penarth throughout the years around the turn of the century.
The last known visit seems to have been in 1907.

Lyceum Theatre
1892 Closed and demolished?
The Penarth Lyceum needs more research. All that has been found so far is a lament from 1892, complaining
about the closure of the venue: "Lost, stolen or strayed, a First Class provincial theatre. Entering from Dress
Circle there was a strong smell of fried fish ... I suppose our Lyceum has been ruined like everything else in
this benighted town by want of support".

Another Lyceum?
In 1932 a new company was created and registered as Lyceum (Penarth) Ltd to carry on theatre/cinema
business at Penarth. It was part of a group that already controlled the Lyceum in Newport. So far no other
information has come to light . Further information is needed.
Empire
In “The Stage” advertisements section for March 1913 the following appears: “”Wanted to open at once,
Bioscope operator; must understand gas engine and power. No. C cine. Assist billings, etc. Lowest terms and
particulars to Pat O’Brien, Empire, Penarth.” - So far this cinema has not been traced.

ANDREWS HALL / HIPPODROME
1887
1910?
1929
1936

Opened as the Solomon Andrews Hall
Redeveloped as the Hippodrome Theatre
Damaged by fire and demolished.
Crown Post Office built on the site.

The Solomon Andrews Hall was built by its namesake, one of the
most successful business-men and property developers of the late
19th century, best known in the Cardiff area as the head of the
city’s bus and tram operating company. The Hall opened in 1887
and was used for meetings and other public functions as well as
for fit up touring shows: in 1890 a Mr Waldron hired it for an
extended season of stock plays. It was in regular use for choral
events and concerts – one notable occasion being in March 1893
when Madam Clara Novello Davies and her choir gave a sell-out
concert. In October 1902 an advert in The Stage called for
suitable performers for a pantomime which would open at
Andrews Hall in December, and then perform a series of single
week tours to various theatres in the Welsh valleys.
Solomon Andrews died in 1908, and at some later point the venue
underwent some reconstruction and opened as the Hippodrome
Theatre which successfully ran for nearly thirty years.
Throughout the 1920s it was staging revues and concert parties
Clara Novello Davies (Painted 1915—National Museum of Wales
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and, from Whitsun to October, was in direct competition with the Pier Pavilion’s long established summer
seasons. However, the Hippodrome was able to play right through the year, and its off-season attractions and
pantomimes would always do good business. Regular winter seasons from Tom Owen, the famous Welsh
comedian and his “Rare Bits” revues, and annual pantomimes – especially “Sinbad” in 1925, brought box
office success to the Hippodrome.
In 1929 the Hippodrome was destroyed in an overnight fire. The building was demolished and a Crown Post
Office was eventually built on the site.

PITTS PALACE / GEM PALACE
1911 Opened as a cine-variety
1914? Renamed the Gem Palace?
1918? Closed?
At the end of November 1911 The Two Constances - Emily and Dolly – billed as “The Picture Palace
Magnets” were performing at Pitt’s Palace in Penarth in between bioscope displays. Their act was praised for
its “pure vocalism and good dancing”. The Palace was in regular use over the next few years, with the
emphasis strongly on live performers, with the film shows always taking second place in the advertising. In
February 1913 Bobbie Hall & Beattie Moore were topping the bill and were cheered by the audience when it
was announced that they had been married two days before their opening night in Penarth.
In November 1914, three months into the Great War the Palace presented “Vive La France - the greatest of all
patriotic sketches” in between the films. The following month the venue appears to be advertised as the “Gem
Cinema” and shortly after that, as the “Gem Palace”. This possibly implies a change of ownership at this time.
Thereafter it is referred to simply as the Palace.
In October 1917 Oct the emphasis is once more on live performers, when the top of the bill is Olga, “the
Mystery Maiden with the 10,000 dollar brain. The girl who can tell everything. £10 paid for any article she
cannot name.” The Palace seems to disappear from all listings during 1918. Further information is needed.

PICTUREDROME
1913 Opened
?
Closed?
This opened as a cine-variety on 10 March1913 and was run
by George H. Pitt – whose family business also owned the
town’s other cinema, Pitt’s Palace. The opening attraction
was Phil Rabey with his famous song “’Neath the Old Oak
Tree” and his recitative on
“Waterloo”.
The films
themselves were not listed.
However, in July the
Picturedrome was proudly showing the film “Quo Vadis”,
spread over several reels with breaks between as the reels
were changed, and with a running time of two hours (plus
breaks!). This was a big event at the time.
By July 1914 the Picturedrome had a new manager, Hubert St
Clair - both George Pitt’s Penarth cinemas changed hands at
this time – at the same time as the much larger Windsor
Kinema opened in competition. Possibly the competition
explains why the Hubert St Clair advertised for a company of
actors to play a long stock season at Penarth, possibly
intending to stage a season of straight plays in place of film
shows.
However, the outbreak of War seems to have caused him to
change his plans, and by January 1915 the Picturedrome had
reverted to staging live variety performances between films.
Further details are needed.
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PAGET ROOMS / REGAL CINEMA
1907
1932
1950
1960s

Opened as a theatre and dance hall
Converted in the Regal Cinema
Became a Council owned venue.
Used for occasional live shows

In November 1906, the Earl of Plymouth granted
a lease for two shops and a hall to the Paget
Rooms, Ltd. The name “Paget” was chosen since
it was his wife’s maiden name. In 1908 October
Oscar Mills, of the Pier Pavilion, was
advertising:
“Wanted for Paget Rooms, Penarth, These
magnificent rooms (erected and furnished at a
cost of £6,000, appointments perfect. Electric
Light.) First class concert parties, pictures,
choirs and entertainers.
Share or rental.
Penarth has a first-class residential population
of 18,000 and is four miles from Cardiff.”
The hall was designed for use as a dance hall and
for live shows, but by 1932 it was leased by
Kibbor Cinemas Ltd who converted it into a 700seat cinema called the Regal. In 1949 the Penarth Urban District
Council took over the lease, and then a year later bought the
freehold from the Earl of Plymouth’s estate.
The Council
continued to run it as a multi-purpose hall, and during the 1960s
it was regularly used for live entertainment and “pop” shows,
notably in July 1967 when Tom Jones appeared there.
However, due to competition from the Washington and Windsor
cinemas, declining cinema audiences, and some sightline
problems, the Paget Rooms had long ceased to have any cinema
use.
In the 1990s it received a Grade II Listing, at which time its
seating capacity had been reduced to 398. It is currently in
regular use for public functions and occasional concerts and has
been subject to an ongoing maintenance and renovation
programme through the years.
Tom Jones performing at the Paget Rooms in 1967

WINDSOR KINEMA
1914 Opened in a converted Drill Hall
1958 Closed
1958 Converted into a petrol filling station
The New Windsor Kinema on Windsor Road, opened on 2nd February 1914, having been converted from a 19th
century Territorial Army drill hall. The Willmore Brothers had been operating film shows inside the Drill Hall
through much of the previous year, and had formed themselves into a company with £3,500 in share capital to
convert the hall into a luxury cinema. The new building also contained a café. A newspaper report of the time
said:
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“The Windsor Kinema, just completed, is an imposing structure designed by Mr Lennox Robertson, the
work being carried out by Mr John Britton. It is completely detached and advantage has been taken of
this to provide exceptional exits and fresh air inlets: large windows can be opened to let in daylight and
fresh air between performances in addition to electrically driven fans. The seating capacity is over 800,
and the house is roomy and comfortable.”
They obviously intended the Windsor to be a “classy” place, and were happy to buy in expensive and high class
films. Their films in the early years included “David Copperfield”. “The Life of Joan of Arc” and “Barnaby
Rudge”. As was customary for the time, the films were often accompanied with variety acts. The Windsor
always offered high quality shows. Even as late as 1928 the act between films was one that involved scenery
and a small cast of actors – the Reegoes company in their comedy sketch “Fun in a Fire Station”.
Live performers were phased out in the early 1930s, and in 1938 the Willmore Brothers opened a second
luxury cinema in the town, the Washington. By the end of the Fifties it was clear that Penarth could not
support two large cinemas, so the Windsor closed on 4th May 1958, with the staff being re-deployed just along
the road at the Washington. In December 1958 the building was sold for £6,000 to Monty Smith, a local
garage proprietor. He knocked it down and replaced it with a filling station.

FIRST PIER PAVILION
1907 Opened as a seaside theatre
1929 Became a dance-hall when a new Pavilion opened
1931 Destroyed by fire
The 750 ft long Penarth Pier opened in 1895, and by 1897 a removable canopy-type cover would be put in
position between Whitsun and October of each year so that regular Pierrot shows could be given through the
summer. For the next decade open-air entertainment at the end of the pier was regularly performed by such
companies as the Benmar Troubadours, and the Pierrot Troupe headed by Harrry Bennet, “the comedian with a
bona Hobson’s”. These performances were generally given three times daily, weather permitting.
In 1907 a permanent wooden pavilion was built at the seaward end of the pier, and the Pierrots and concert
parties now had a “proper” theatre in which to perform, administered by a “proper” theatre manager, Oscar
Mills. It remained a summer-only venue – it had no heating provision – but Mr Mills was anxious to maximise
his income, and in the winter of 1908 he attempted to stage a cine-variety season, offering “The Alhambra
Bioscope and First-Class Variety Company presenting Taka, the champion Japanese Wrestler and troupe.” It
is not known how well this sold, but it seems this experiment was never repeated.
By the middle of 1911 the Pier Pavilion was leased to Alfred W. Newton, a man whose name would remain
associated
with
entertainment in
Penarth for the
next twenty years.
Alf
Newton
replaced
the
Pierrot shows with
Concert Parties
and revues, and
these were hugely
successful, with
attendances
growing year by
year, and the
shows
getting
more and more
splendid,
and
earning
a
reputation
for
Penarth as a centre
of
excellent
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seaside entertainment.
Alf Newton had a head office in Stockwell, London, and would leave
the day-to-day management of the Pavilion to a succession of local
managers, one of whom was John Dooley. In May 1916 a special
parade was held in Penarth to honour and present the DCM
(Distinguished Conduct Medal) to the manager of the Pier Pavilion. As
Private J.H. Dooley of the 2nd Battalion Royal Warwickshire Regiment
at Ypres in October 1914 he had gallantly recovered several wounded
comrades under furious enemy fire but received a major injury which
shattered his left shoulder. He was sent home to Cardiff where he spent
five months in hospital undergoing several operations in the course of
which his left shoulder-blade was removed. He was eventually
discharged from the Army and returned to his former civilian job as a
theatre manager. His outstanding bravery under fire was given a public
acknowledgement in front of enormous crowds.
Arthur Askey
The popularity of the Pavilion’s summer seasons had grown to such an
extent that that local urban district council decided they would build a
larger permanent Pavilion as a replacement, and as a means of attracting even more day-trippers to the town.
As part of this scheme they bought the Penarth Pier from its private owners in 1925 and began to plan a new
Pavilion. The first “civic” season on the Penarth Pier opened with a show called “Song Salad”, featuring the
young and unknown Arthur Askey. The council retained the services of Alf Newton to book the shows and
advise them on the new structure.

For some reason, work on the new Pavilion was subject to several delays, and it was not until March 1928 that
the following announcement appeared:
Good progress has been made with the building of the new pavilion which is being erected at the shore
end of Penarth Pier. It is hoped the building will be ready for opening in August. The present Pier
Head Pavilion will be utilised for concert party entertainments until the new building is completed after
which the bookings will be transferred to the new pavilion.
But it did not open in August, and it was not ready until the Spring of 1929. The concert parties transferred
from one end of the pier to the other, and the old wooden structure at the sea end was used for occasional
dances.
The first summer season in the New Pavilion did not do too well. By now the Concert Party type show was
beginning to lose its appeal, so the New Pavilion started experimenting with occasional repertory seasons. The
winter months of 1929 had seen a successful run of plays by Sidney Monckton’s Repertory Co, and they
returned in May 1930 to play through the summer with a series of plays. However, this lasted less than five
weeks, doing poor business, and by the end of June the Pavilion reverted to concert parties. It seemed business
was suffering because of the new interest in talking pictures. The council, as proprietor, was losing money, and
decided to “invite applications to lease the new building from November 1st Accommodating 508 on the
ground floor and 140 in the circle.”
They found a new tenant, a Charles Procter, who replaced Alf Newton.
Mr Newton had been running the Pavilions since 1910 but did not wish to
continue.
Around 9pm on Monday August 3rd 1931 – the August Bank Holiday - a
fire broke out on the pier itself and quickly spread to the old Pavilion
where around 200 people were attending a dance. Leonard Zanoni of the
Moonbeams Company performing at the New Pavilion on the land end of
the pier noticed the flames and as a security measure decided to evacuate
the theatre. The band played “I’m Happy When I’m Hiking” whilst the
New Pavilion was emptied with no panic at all.

Sidney Monckton

The 200 or so dancers at the old Pavilion began to rush for the safety of
land, but halfway down the pier they met a large crowd from the
evacuated new Pavilion, who were rushing towards the firs to help.
Disaster seemed inevitable on the hugely overcrowded pier. Luckily
members of the theatre orchestra, the Piermaster and his staff and the
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local police were able to link arms and push the crowd back to the promenade.
However, some thirty or so people remained trapped on the burning pier when their escape route burst into
flames. They were in serious danger and were forced to clamber down the pier supports to the water’s edge and now the choice seemed to be death by fire or by drowning in the heavy seas. Members of the Penarth
Yacht Club won general praise for the prompt and effective way in which they helped in the rescue work. Two
boats capsized in the launching owing to the heavy sea running, but the members stuck to their task and half a
dozen rowing craft were sent off. All 30 trapped people attending the dance were rescued without loss of life;
although a couple of young women received superficial injuries on the legs in landing, none required medical
attention.
Most of the pier blazed furiously, with flames leaping to a height of twenty or thirty feet. The old Pavilion was
destroyed, and the new pavilion was threatened as the flames spread rapidly towards the land end. Luckily,
around 11 o’clock the flames were cut off from the mainland when baulks of timber in the centre of the pier
collapsed and fell into the sea, thus saving the new theatre. The new pavilion at the shore end was thus saved.
It was believed that the fire was caused by a cigarette end falling between the timbers and being fanned into
flame by the wind. The pier was later rebuilt, but the wooden theatre was not replaced.

NEW PIER PAVILION
1929
1932
1933
1960s
1976
1985
1994
2012

Opened as a theatre and concert stage venue
Re-configured as the Pavilion Cinema
Cinema use failed, used as dance hall
Became the Marina Nightclub
Became the Commodore Nightclub
Club activity ceased and used as a snooker hall and penny artcade
Major restoration & reopened as a theatre
Further redevelopment and conservation.

The Pier Pavilion was built on the land side of the pier and was to be a modernised replacement for the old
Pavilion at the sea end. It was initially planned for live entertainment of the concert-party kind, but its launch
in 1929 coincided with the huge demand for talking pictures. In 1932 it was decided to reconfigure the
auditorium to serve as a cinema. However, it could not compete with the town’s rival cinemas and very quickly
re-thought its policy, and was chiefly used as a dance hall and restaurant.
In June 1939 a new company, the Penarth Pier (Marina) Pavilion Co. Ltd took over the lease and under its
manager, John S. Blundell, struggled through the Second World War. The 1950s did not see any significant
turnaround in business,
though for a while later
attempts to run the
building as the Marina
Nightclub and then the
Commodore Nightclub
staved off bankruptcy.
However, its eventual uses
were as a snooker, a
gymnasium, and a penny
arcade, and by the end of
the 1980s it closed and was
left empty.
In 1994 it underwent major
renovation and reopened as
a theatre, and then in 2012
underwent further reconfiguration to include a
conference space on the
first floor and a 69 seat
cinema
and
café
overlooking the seafront.

Penarth
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Washington Luxury Cinema
1938
1970s
1980s
1990
1994
1995

Opened
Closed and used for bingo
Used as a nightclub
Closed
The empty building suffered serious fire damage
Interior gutted and building used for commercial purposes.
Built in 1938, the
Washington Luxury
Cinema took its name from
a hotel previously on the
site. It was a very highclass cinema, with 1,300
seats and enjoyed much
success until the end of the
Sixties and the early 1970s.
By 1977 it had closed and
became an EMI bingo club.
It later housed a night club
and in 1990 was scheduled
for demolition, despite
public opposition.
In 1994 the empty building
was damaged by fire, just
as plans were underway to
convert it into retail and
office use. In 1995 these
plans were carried out, the
auditorium was totally
gutted and the balcony
removed.
The front-of-house building
has been converted into a
cafe, art gallery, and offices
but most external features
survive.
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PENCLAWDD
Memorial Hall
1920 Opened
2012 Demolished
This small hall was built as a memorial to the fallen in the Great War, and the
memorial plaque was later enlarged to include the names of casualties of the
Second World War. It fell into disrepair and was finally used for a weight-lifting
club. The general decay of the building and the heavy presence of asbestos in its
construction led to it being demolished in 2012. The memorial plaque was
preserved and mounted on a stone plinth which stands in the adjoining green.
Frankie Howerd

During the Second World War the
comedian Frankie Howerd was
stationed in Penclawdd, serving
as a bombardier in the Royal
Artillery. Local memories claim
to have seen him performing in
the Memorial Hall as part of army
entertainments – though there is
no evidence and it is highly
unlikely.

Cinema
A 400 seat cinema was built on the green alongside the Memorial Hall. From the late 1930s through to the late
1960s it was used for regular film shows, bringing the Beatles and Elvis movies to the youth of Penclawdd.
Further information is needed.

Penrhiwceiber
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PENRHIWCEIBER
WORKMEN’S HALL & INSTITUTE
1888 Opened
1912 Began showing films
1990s Major restoration
Built in 1888 and administered by the Penrhiwceiber Colliery Workmen’s Committee, the original building
contained a library, meeting rooms and a main hall. The Hall showed its first films in 1912 and then through the
war years was in regular use as a cine-variety. Artists appearing during this time included The Sisters Lambert;
Willie Long, “Hebrew comedian”; The Three Beau Brummels, “dancing on an electric revolving table”; and
Pertab Sinjh & Zenia, “the premiere troupe of Hindu illusionists in their Hindu Temple of Mystery.”
After the war all the shows at the Workmen’s Hall were booked through the Vaudeville Syndicate run by Dudley
Harcourt from a Cardiff office. The Syndicate booked a circuit of seven theatres in the South Wales Valleys,
and operated a strict barring clause preventing any of its artists from appearing at Ebbw Vale, Ferndale,
Pontygwaith, Cross Keys
and Mountain Ash. This
arrangement would later be
subject of a legal dispute,
when the “barred” theatres
joined together to mount a
legal challenge.
Growing demand led to
main hall being converted
for full-time cinema use. It
had around 500 seats. The
building was completely
refurbished in the 1990s. In
early 2011 the Hall held
the Penrhiwceiber Film
Festival, an event which
attracted much publicity
because it was attended by
the actor Michael Sheen.

Pentre & Ton Pentre
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PENTRE & TON PENTRE
In the early days Pentre and Ton Pentre were two separate communities, and it seems each of them had their
own cine-variety theatres and entertainment sources with separate audiences. It is proving difficult to sort out
exactly which venue was which, especially since they were so close together and often changed their names.
Further research is needed.

Portable and fit-up theatres
Pentre, and especially Ton Pentre, was a popular and financially worthwhile venue for the portable theatres
around the turn of the century, and known visitors included: Haggar’s Portable (1894 Aug) ; Ebley’s
Portable (1897 Feb); Breamer’s Theatre (1898 March & October 1898) ; Haggar’s Bioscope (1903
December)

Bailey’s Arms Music Hall /Temple of Varieties
1880 Opened
In March 1880 Mr J. James submitted plans for an extension to his pub and it seems that initially this
application was rejected. However, by January 1883 Mr J.M. Campbell, the new landlord of the Bailey’s Arms,
built a small hall alongside the pub and opened a music hall. In March of the same year he began to advertise
the hall as The Temple of Varieties.
Further information is needed.

GAIETY THEATRE
1883 Open by now
?
Closed
The Gaiety Theatre was open before 1883 and seems to have been used as a legitimate theatre: through 1884 it
presented a season of “straight” plays, featuring Henry Loydall, “tragedian and character actor”. In September
of the same year Charles Davenport is advertising for an entire company of performers and stage management
to open a season at the Gaiety on October 11th, and is offering “honest shares”. This might imply that the
Gaiety was a portable theatre. However, a Tom Arnold is listed as the manager and lessee – which suggests it
was a permanent structure. The autumn season was followed with a January 1887 pantomime, “Cinderella”
which was promoted as a “Special Queen’s Jubilee production” – celebrating 50 years of Victoria’ s reign.
Further information required

DRILL HALL
1886 Opened
Plans for an iron drill hall for the
Pentre Detachment 2nd Glamorgan
RV Corps were submitted in 1885
and revisions in 1886. In April 1887
the touring play “Unknown” starring
Herbert Barrs and Clarice Trevor was
advertised as being performed in the
New Drill Hall.
In June the
following year the Drill Hall was
offering Montague Corri in “Current
Cash”. The Drill Hall was listed as a
theatre as late as 1909 after which it
does not seem to have been used for
live entertainment.

Pentre & Ton Pentre
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WORKMEN’S INSTITUTE / PHOENIX CENTRE
1895
1904
1908
1931
1940s
1971
1989
1991

Institute opened
Workman’s Hall added
Used as a cinema
Upgraded for sound cinema
Renamed the Ton Pentre Workmen’s Hall
Cinema closed, used for bingo
Closed and left unused
Reopened as the Phoenix Centre

The Maindy and Eastern Workmen’s Institute opened in
September 1895 and originally consisted of a library,
news room, refreshment room, committee room and other
offices. It was expanded in 1904 with the addition of a
hall which provided seating at stalls and balcony level.
It was regularly used for live variety performances playing
alongside film displays. A particular favourite was Tom
Jenkins, the clarion voiced comedy merchant, the King of
Broken Welsh patter, who made five separate
appearances in a two year period at the start of the War,
and selling out the Hall each time. By July 1915 the Hall
was operating a twice-nightly cine-variety bill. The
manager in 1917 was Harry Newman.
According to the Kinematograph Year Book, the seating
capacity of the cinema prior to the First World War was
1,000. In 1931 it underwent some remodeling to
accommodate the “talkies”, and its seating capacity was reduced. However, it still hosted live shows in
between the films – August 1932 had the Quo Vadis Brothers – Roman Gladiators in a display of poetry, grace
and strength. By the 1940s it was listed as having 630 seats.
Financial difficulties that followed the closure of many of the collieries in the years after the Second World
War prompted a change of name to the Ton Pentre Workmen's Hall and Institute although it remained a cinema
throughout. In 1971, the cinema closed and the hall was used for bingo. It finally closed in 1989 and was left
unused for the next two years.
In 1991, thanks to funding from the European Community, the Grade II Listed building was renovated and
redeveloped as the Phoenix Community Arts Centre.

LYCEUM / GRAND THEATRE
1902
1910
1953
1970
1979?

Opened as the Lyceum Theatre
Renamed the Grand Theatre
Some renovation
Closed
Demolished

The Lyceum was built in Llewellyn Street, Pentre in 1902 and seems to have been acquired by W.E. Willis
around 1910, at which time he changed the name to the Grand Theatre. (There were two W.E. Willises – the
father, and the son – and the son would later be known as Captain Billy Willis. By the 1920s the proprietor
and manager of the Grand, Pentre is listed as W.E. Willis, Jun.) It was always a successful theatre. In January
1913 a split week of “Sins of the Rich” and “Sapho” presented by a touring company was able to advertise
“All records broken at the Grand Pentre; Sapho on Thursday drew the best house since the present theatre
was opened, and again played to the biggest Friday ever known. On Saturday with “The Sins of the Rich” we
beat our Thursday record by nearly £4, playing to the biggest gross on the week ever taken – and this after the
holidays. Refer W.E. Willis, Esq.”
Later that year Mr Willis booked a four week variety season from the London manager, Mr. A. Innes Milne.
On the Saturday afternoon of the first week, while the theatre was playing a film show, Mr Milne received his
share of the takings so far – which amounted to £39.18s – and went off cash the cheque in order to pay the
company between the two houses on that same evening. He never returned. Mr Willis asked the company to
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play the Saturday night, which
they did, and gave the unpaid
artists their Saturday night share £8 – amounting to £1 per turn,
and some of the turns were
troupes – one troupe including
seven performers.
On the
Monday he paid the train fares of
five artists to allow them to get
home. The next week’s company,
originally booked by Mr Milne,
were taken over under new
contracts by Mr Willis.
The Grand presented large-scale
touring shows like the Great
Hodgini’s Vaudeville Company
Combination in their “thrilling aerial act on a monoplane” and the lavish London tour of the musical “A
Message from Mars”. The opening show in 1915 was a magnificent “Dick Whittington” with 10 scenes, fullsize scenery and a company of 30 people. However, by the middle the year the manpower shortages and other
war difficulties saw the Grand turning more and more to film shows and cine-variety.
After the War the Grand returned to live shows for a while, and these included a series of revues like “Candy
Girl Revue” and “Bye Bye Girls Revue” which placed an advert in The Stage which stated “Mr Willis said ‘one
of the best revues I have had’”. But by now the younger Willis was building up his cinema circuit, which was
well established with fourteen cinemas by 1936. By the start of the Second War, the venue was listed as a 420
seat cinema (a surprisingly small number of seats compared to the size of the theatre, and possibly a misprint?)
In 1953 the cinema underwent some renovation, with additional lavatories and foyer spaces, and is thought to
have installed a CinemaScope screen. By the end of the 1960s, along with most of the Willis circuit, the Grand
had closed. It was later demolished and replaced with a block of flats.

TIVOLI MUSIC HALL
1908 Open by now
1911 Serious fire damage
In January 1908 Poole’s Theatres Ltd advertised for a resident billposter to work at Poole’s Tivoli, Pentre. In
July that year the Tivoli announced it was changing its programme to twice-nightly variety. Amongst the artists
appearing over the next few years was The Great Kyoto, billed as “A Japanese Sensational Humorous and
Mysterious act. A Laughing and Applauding hit. Contortionist, burlesque conjurer, juggler and The Only
Performing Pug Dog”.
In January 1910 the following advert appeared in The Stage:
“Wanted known: Poole’s Theatres Ltd hereby give
notice that this variety theatre has been leased to Mr
Will Stone as from Jan 24th 1910 and that all contracts
with artists for appearances at the Tivoli, Pentre a f t e r
Jan 22nd 1910 are at an end. Mr Stone may take over
some of the bookings, Apply direct to him at the
Hippodrome Tonypandy.”
Mr Stone continued to operate twice-nightly variety, including
“Mme Hengleur’s wonderful troupe of Russian Poodles
including her champion challenge jumping dogs. These
beautiful animals stand alone – no others like them on the
variety stage.”. He also presented full-length touring
productions such as Mr George Testo Sante’s Company in
“Life of a Showman” , which came with five tons of new
scenery and big circus scene specialities. At the end of 1910
he provided the theatre free of charge for a Sunday night
concert in aid of the local unemployed which raised £53 for
the local Distress Fund.
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By July 1911 the resident manager, Gus Bendall, was concentrating more and more on the presentation of film
shows. His projectionist was a man called Jack Parkinson, whose wife, Sarah, aged 25, was also employed as
a film projectionist. She worked at the Hippodrome Tonypandy, and was thought the be the first woman to
hold such a position in the British cinema circuit.
On a Sunday night in November 1911 a major fire broke out. Earlier in the evening an act called Bowman &
Morton had just delivered their scenery, dresses and band parts for a brand new act to open the next day.
Everything was destroyed. The Bowmans were lucky enough to get everything replaced within the week and
were able to open at the Palace Northampton, having missed just one
week’s work. It is not yet known what happened to the Tivoli - whether it
was replaced with another cine-variety or whether the site was used for
other purposes.

King’s Cinema
1910 Opened
1931 Converted for sound
?
?
The Kings Cinema was constructed as a silent movie house in 1910. In
1931 it was converted for sound. There seems very little record of this
cinema and itsa programme. From its early opening date it is almost
certain to have been used fpor varoiety performances as well as early film
shows.
Further information is needed.

Vint’s Picturedrome / Pictorium / Empire Pictorium
1910 Opened as Vint’s Picturedrome
1920s Renamed the Pictorium?
1985 Demolished
In the autumn of 1910 Leon Vint opened his Picturedrome in Ton Pentre. Appearing between the films in his
first week were the Three Van Earles, “the finest juvenile act, beautiful ballads, refined comedy, marvellous
step and tacit clog dancing”. A
month or so later he was
advertising for a ragtime dancer
and young comedienne to play at
the Picturedrome.
In the 1920s the Pictorium
opened, as a small “second run”
cinema in Ton Pentre. Some
sources suggest the Pictorium was
not a new construction, and
opened in the old Picturedrome
building. It would later be known
as the Empre Pictorium.
It
eventually closed and was
demolished in 1985.
Further information is needed.

Palace
1913 Open by now
In June 1913 Ivy Bartenelli, “the dainty contortionist on the revolving marble column, and her lady assistant;
also “scrap” the performing Toy Pom” advertised their appearance at the Palace, Ton Pentre. It is not yet
known which venue this might have been
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PONTARDAWE
Portable and travelling theatres
Theatre of Varieties
In March 1894 Mr J.A.Miles played a short season with his portable Theatre of Varieties.
Haggar’s Castle Theatre
William Haggar’s Castle theatre performed during the summer months of 1908.
Haggar’s Travelling Bioscope
Walter Haggar’s travelling bioscope visited the town during September 1910.

Victoria Theatre ?
A notice in “The Stage” during March 1905 announces that “The Two Sports
enjoyed enormous success this week at the Victoria Theatre, Pontardawe” –
and two weeks later, in April 1905 Robert Grieve, ventriloquist, announces he
is appearing at the Victoria, Pontardawe.
Nothing more is known of this venue. Was it a portable? Or was it, perhaps,
the Rechabite Hall which was temporarily named the Victoria?
Robert Grieve

PAVILION
1911
1914
1940s
1950s
?

Opened in a converted skating rink
Began showing films
Closed
Used as a factory.
Demolished

The Pavilion in Church Street was a large construction, built by a man called Lewis Francis, who at one time
had a garage business in the village. Part of the building was used as a maintenance garage and the bigger part,
in the beginning, used as a roller skating rink - skating was very popular at the turn of the Twentieth Century.
Even during its roller skating days a stage was constructed so that travelling companies could use the premises
to stage various entertainments.
In April 1911 Swansea’s William Coutts announced he would be taking over the Pavilion and opening it as a
full-time theatre, with his first play being a drama called “The Love of the Princess”. It appears that conversion
from skating rink to theatre was very much done “on the cheap”. He intended to run a season of repertoire with
a resident company. However, four months later he was advertising for visiting companies to play split weeks:
“3 nights at Pavilion Pontardawe (8 miles from Swansea) and 3 nights at Coliseum Ystalyfera (12 miles from
Swansea)”.
In its first few years the Pavilion performed such stage plays as “The Vacant Chair” and “The Cowboy’s
Revenge”, but by 1914 it was mixing film shows along with live performances. Although by the end of the
Great War the Pavilion was often advertised as the Pavilion Cinema, and was mostly used for cine-variety, it
did still occasionally play full weeks of live performances with no film display. Among these weeks were full
length revues like Billy Summers in “Listen to Me”, and the popular “Little Miss Steaks”. Among the variety
turns appearing between films were such artistes as Bert Ludlow, “the rubber-faced comedian”, Sadie Quick
and Babs Benson.
As late as 1928 the Pavilion was still staging full-length revues, one of which was the “Leeks and Daffodils”
Revue with Bert Melville, Phyllis Hurley and a 21 year old Canadian singer, Ted Andrews (who would later
become stepfather to Dame Julie Andrews.)
From 1933 onwards it appears there were no further live performances at the Pavilion, and it was run
exclusively as a cinema. It is likely that it closed towards the end of the Second World War, and possibly the
building was used temporarily for wartime purposes. (There is some confusion in that some cinema directories
continued to list it as a cinema up to the mid-1950s, crediting a J. Walter Bynorth as the manager, although it
was definitely being used as a clothing factory by the early 1950s.)
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RECHABITE HALL / PALACE THEATRE/ LYRIC
1869
1873
1912
1930s
1953
1970s

Built as a Reading Room
Became the Rechabite Hall
Renamed the Palace Cinema
Reconstructed and re-opened as the Lyric
Major renovation
Closed

In 1869 William Gilbertson, a prominent local industrialist, provided the town with a splendid set of reading
rooms in Herbert Street – premises which a few years later accommodated the Rechabite Infants’ School.
When the school eventually moved to new premises, the Rechabite Hall was used for public meetings and
concerts, and, in 1908, for a highly successful pantomime “Babes in the Wood”.
In 1912 Rowland Williams, who had worked for many years at London’s Savoy Theatre with the D’Oyly Carte
Opera, returned to his native town and took over the Hall and converted it into a variety theatre. He already ran
the Palace Theatre in Brynamman, so it made sense to change the Rechabite name to Palace, and to offer
visiting performers a two-week engagement – one week at each of his venues. Initially both Palaces were used
for live variety performances, featuring such performers as Vall & Derr , “the acme of comedy and pathos”;
Willie Long, “the Hebrew comedian; and Kidd Love, “ the famous American coloured artist and speciality
Buck and Sand Dancer in a refined novelty act on the Electric Table”. (This latter act was reported to be a
“terrific success” at the Palace, Pontardawe”.)
By the time of the outbreak of war, the Palace was mostly into cinema use. It gradually became a high-class
cinema, with each silent film being accompanied by a six piece chamber-orchestra rather than the more
common single pianist.
Early in the 1930s the Palace was sold and underwent major renovation and reconstruction to accommodate
talking pictures. It re-opened with a new name - the Lyric Cinema. At this time it had a 20ft wide proscenium
and 500 seats, and was directly across the road from the Public Hall, which also contained a cinema. A striking
feature of the new entrance foyer was the large amount of stained glass, predominantly blue coloured. Because
of this, the cinema was often known locally as the “Ty Glas”.
However, the reconstruction was done on
a shoestring, and through the 1940s the
Lyric was known as a bit of fleapit, with
frequent sound problems and projector
failures. By 1951 it was taken into joint
ownership with the Public Hall. The
manager of both cinemas at that time was
the popular Cyril J.F. Stevens. Sadly he
spent four months in hospital and had to
have his leg amputated. The regular
cinema patrons donated a considerable
sum of money as a present to him in his
difficult times.
In 1953 the Lyric received a considerable
makeover with new seating and updating
of technical equipment. Along with so
many others, it closed around 1980, though
it was the last of the town’s three cinemas
to do so. The main features of the facade
remain, and the site is now used for retail
purposes. Luckily some of the blue glass
still remains, incorporated into the shops
that have replaced the cinema.
Top: Herbert Street—the Rechabite
Hall is thought to be the building on
the right (behind the tree)
Bottom: The site today
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THEATRE CWMTAWE
1986 Opened as part of a leisure centre
1993 Replaced with the Arts Centre development
In 1986 an £800,000 new leisure centre was built, including a space known as Theatre Cwmtawe to host
cultural events. However, the space was limited, and seriously restricted the sort of event that could be staged
there. In 1993 Lliw Valley Council sought to improve the arts provision in the town and, using funding from
the European Regional Development Fund and Welsh Development Agency, was able to restore the old
Institute as the Pontardawe Arts Centre. This replaced the previously inadequate Leisure Centre provision.

PUBLIC HALL / PONTARDAWE ARTS CENTRE
1909 Opened with two performing halls
1960 The cinema hall closed
1997 Renamed the Pontardawe Arts Centre following major renovation
The Institute and Public Halls, Herbert Street, were constructed in 1908 using subscription funds raised in the
town, and a much-heralded opening ceremony took place on May 6th 1909, with the chief guest being the
opera-singer, Madame Adelina Patti. There were two halls inside the building: the larger was a grand
auditorium with a balcony and was designed for concerts and musical performances with a seating capacity of
around 1500; the smaller two-tier hall, with a seating capacity of 650, was designed for small events and
cinema use.
One of the earliest companies to perform in the grand auditorium was that of Frank Benson, presenting a
different Shakespeare play each night of the week. By 1920 the main hall was regularly featuring less elevated
fare, as suggested by an advert in the Stage
announcing “Opening a revue at the Public
Hall. Pontardawe. Wanted smart girls with
good voices and appearances. Experience
not necessary if good voice and smart.”
Another curious advert from 1921 states:
“Wanted Juvenile leads, must be used to
change nightly, or useless. Apply Leo
Main, Public Hall, Pontardawe.”
A
different production every night was
established practice for Shakespeare and
opera companies, but for straight plays in
repertoire seems very demanding.
Over the years the fabric of the building
deteriorated to the point where it became
unsafe and the cinema eventually closed in
the early 1960s, and the main hall gradually
ceased to function, with the premises
chiefly used for snooker. A once thriving
community building had fallen into
dereliction in a similar fashion to ones all
over the South Wales Valleys.
In 1993 Lliw Valley Borough Council
sought to improve the arts provision in
Pontardawe. Consequently plans were set in
motion to save and renovate the Public Hall
and Institute and after a full transformation
the building re-opened in October 1996 as a
multi purpose Arts Centre.
The main auditorium has been restored to
its former glory with fixed seating in the
balcony whilst retaining flexible seating
downstairs, reducing the capacity to 450.
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PONTARDULAIS
Portable and travelling theatres
Johnson’s Theatre of Varieties
1894 March – Portable visit

Gym Theatre ?
In May 1915 a Mr Wood advertised for a business partner wishing to invest in a small Variety Hall and
Alfresco stage in his own grounds at the Gym, Pontardulais. The Hall had 350 seats, but could hold up to 500,
and was equipped with a stage, scenery, gas, etc. He also advertised:
“Wanted known: the Gym, Pontardulais, is now fully licensed for stage plays. Wanted, for Al Fresco, in
own grounds, concert parties, etc. June onwards. Shares. H. Wood, Gym Pontardulais.”
For the months of June and July the Gym Theatre seems to have been in active use and is known to have
booked The Five Flakes in their vocal, comedy and dancing act, and the “popular London and Provincial
comedian”, Dan Lawley. Some concert and pierrot parties were staged with the announcement that the shows
would take place in the grounds if fine, and in the hall if wet. At the end of July Mr Wood advertised:
“Wanted Gentleman for Acting-Manager to take charge of money matters and company while I’m away.
Premium required, £20 (returned in salary, £2 weekly). If satisfactory can have share in Hall and
Alfresco grounds.”
However, after that no further information has been traced. Was this a one summer only venture?

PUBLIC HALL / INSTITUTE / WORKMAN’S HALL & OPERA HOUSE
1880s Opened
For the best part of a century there has been public
entertainment presented at variously named halls in
Pontardulais. The “Public Hall” was named as the fit-up
venue for visiting companies between 1889 and the turn of
the century. Maggie Morton’s company regularly visited,
starting in March 1889 with “Home Sweet Home”, and
Pontardulais was still included on her circuit as late as
1903.
In 1890 playwright Arthur Burley used the Public Hall as
the venue for a copyright performance of his play “Father
Against Son”, and the hall was in regular use for variety
turns by 1904, when it featured The Balzens and Pei-Ho,
“Japanese juggling, balancing, tumbling and hoop rolling.”
By 1924 the producer Glyn Vaughan was presenting shows
at what was now rather oddly called the “Pontardulais
Workman’s Hall & Opera House”. Despite the “opera” in
the name, the hall seemed to be chiefly used for variety
acts, but it was promoted as “the only recognised stone and
mortar building for professional companies within five
miles. Population 20,000.”. In 1925 a repertory season
was performed at what was now named the “Market Hall”,
though by the end of the season the venue was advertised
as the “Market Theatre”.
The arrival of talking pictures seems to have brought an
end to these live stagings, and eventually films were being
shown at what was now named the “Welfare Hall”.
However, it was reported that by the summer of 1968
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cinema in Pontardulais was
reduced to one adult and one
children’s performance on
Saturdays, while two nights
were reserved for bingo. It was
decided to make all the Welfare
Hall staff, except the manager,
redundant, using volunteers to
serve as ushers. By 1970 the
decision was made to end films
altogether.
Whether all these different
names applied to one and the
same hall has not been
con fir m ed, a nd f urt h er
information is needed.
Welfare Hall, Pontardulais

PAVILION / HAGGAR’S PALACE
1900 Opened as a skating rink
1911 Converted into a cine-variety
At the end of 1910 it was announced that
“Mr William Haggar, the well known South Wales picture palace proprietor, has acquired the skating
rink at Pontardulais, which he intends at once to convert into a high-class picture and variety palace.
Mr Haggar is the owner of the theatre at Llanelly and he is now negotiating for the purchase of the old
post office in Llanelly in order to convert the building into a bioscope palace also”.
The conversion must have been carried out at breakneck speed since Haggar’s Palace opened in January 1911
with Williams & Hayes -“The Prima Donna and the Tramp”- heading a variety bill that included film shows.
Later that same year Haggar’s Palace presented a season of straight plays, with no film displays, but this does
not seem to have been too popular,
and the Palace rapidly returned to
variety performances. The year ended
with The Delmores , “The Boy and
Girl from the Harem”, appearing
between a film about mountain
climbing and a cowboy adventure.
In the summer of 1916 the Palace ran
a month long repertory season of
straight plays under the management
of Bert Gorman, and these plays then
proceeded to tour the other Haggar
venues through South Wales.
It is not yet known what happened to
this venue following William
Haggar’s death in 1925.

WHITE’S PALACE
1913 Opened
This opened in April 1913 as a rival to Haggar’s. The owner was Sidney White who insisted on calling his
cinema the New Palace since he already ran the Palace at Ammanford. Clearly, having two rival Palaces in the
town would lead to confusion – so immediately the venues were known locally as “Haggar’s” and “White’s”.
Further information is needed on what happened to this venture.
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TIVOLI
1920 Opened
1967 Used part-time as a bingo hall
1982 Attempted to introduce live-shows
along with films & bingo
1980s Closed
1990 Demolished
The Tivoli Cinema in St Teilo Street was a
splendid, 820-seat venue offering a mix of firstrun films and live performances. It was forced
to introduce regular bingo nights by the end of
the 1960s, by which time its seating capacity
was recorded as around 500. By the early 1980s
its mix of second run films and bingo was
failing to attract a large enough crowd, so, in
April 1982, the manager, Robert Spencer,
experimented with staging live shows every
three months.
Eventually he intended to
alternate live shows with cinema, aiming to
devote the Tivoli to 60% live performances and
40% to films.
However, this failed, and the cinema finally
closed in the mid 1980s. The building was
demolished in 1990
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PONTLOTTYN
Portable and fit-up theatres
Miss Beale’s American Theatre
This played a long season from July 1884
Breamer’s Alexandra Theatre
May 1907 season
Haggar’s Bioscope
1910 Will Haggar Jun.
Castle Theatre
1911 Jan - This was Will Haggar Jun.’s portable theatre which would spent the winter in their yard at
Pontlottyn, and play the occasional performances at the start and end of the winter season. The Castle played
winter seasons in 1911 and again in 1913, playing seasons of straight plays, and thus offering no direct
competition to the Haggar family’s cine-variety business in the same town.

DANTER’S PALACE / HAGGAR’S PALACE
1910 Opened as Danter’s Picture Palace
1911 Taken over and renamed Haggar’s Picture Palace
1914 Destroyed by fire
Danter’s Picture Palace opened in 1910 under the management of a Mr Leslie. It was a wooden structure
capable of holding up to 1000 people, and opened with some variety acts and a bioscope display. Within a year
it had been taken over by Will Haggar and renamed Haggar’s Picture Palace. The official details recorded that
the proprietor was Mr Will Haggar, the resident manager was Mr Fred Haggar, and the operator and electrician
was Mr Ernie Meadows. In May 1911 a newspaper report stated:
“In addition to good pictures, variety turns were given by the Digbys, comedians. This week on
Tuesday a free night is to be given in aid of the Pontlottyn children’s Coronation treat.”
Haggar’s Palace regularly provided an excellent mix of film shows and variety turns. Various weeks in 1911
offered such combinations as The Bristow Brothers and the singing and dancing Delmores with the film “The
Cowboy’s Vindication” and one week in November saw Jack & Louis Gascoyne, “ventiloquian liliputians” ,
scoring terrific success at Pontlottyn. Fred Haggar told the press it was “The finest Monday we have ever had”.
This success continued through the next few years, though it seems the building itself would frequently be
given a slightly different name: it is referred to in January 1913 as the
“New Palace”, which suggests maybe some re-decoration had taken
place, and then a month later as “Haggar’s Picturedrome”. (In February
1913 the performers Morrel and Santoi advertised their availability in
“The Stage” newspaper. They quoted a letter from Fred Haggar saying:
“These artists have just played our Picturedrome Pontlottyn with
enormous success and therefore are highly recommended as the best turn
seen at Haggar’s”.)
In 1913 the Haggars faced increased competition from the rival Palace of
Varieties which had re-branded itself the Cosy Cinema and had begun to
stage variety turns and film shows in direct opposition. However, with
Haggar’s chain of similar theatres through South Wales, they were
usually able to offer the best deals and attract the best variety turns. For
one week in July 1913 Haggar’s Palace was able to offer two major turns
- Sid Stants and his canine troupe plus Norman & Noyes, comedians,
along with three films, “A Strong Man’s Love”, “In Touch With Death”
and “The Wrong Bottle” . For unknown reasons, that same week the
Cosy was showing just four short films – no variety acts.
Disaster came at 6pm on January 3rd 1914:
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Haggar’s Picture Palace was destroyed by fire, which broke out in the engine room beneath the canteen
and operator’s room. “The Theatre burned to the ground in 15 to 20 minutes, fanned by a great wind,
and was so intense that the Bargoed Fire Brigade was summoned in addition to the local brigade. The
“turn” for the week was Dockstader, the illusionist and conjurer, and all his equipment, worth £200£250, was lost in the blaze. Mr. Haggar was away at Tredegar where he has another theatre.”
In February 1915 Edward Jervis applied to the Gelligaer Council for a cinema, dramatic, music and dancing
licence and permission to re-build the old Haggar’s Theatre, again as a wooden construction. The licence was
opposed by the Cosy Cinema, leased to a private individual, but owned by the local Workmen’s Institute. Other
objections were raised on the grounds that the old theatre, being a wooden construction, was always intended as a
temporary structure and the area was now adequately served with the Cosy, a properly constructed building. Heated
arguments ensued: the Cosy was showing films on a Sunday against the wishes of most local councillors; the
owner of the Cosy also ran the Blast Furnace Hotel, and already had a monopoly on local entertainment – so, in
fairness, a rival business should be allowed. On the other hand, since the earlier wooden theatre had been destroyed
by fire, the authorities should not risk such another event. On a very narrow vote, permission was granted for a
new licence, subject to the rebuilt wooden construction being lined with asbestos.
(However, it appears that the replacement theatre was never built due to wartime shortages.)

PALACE OF VARIETIES / COSY CINEMA / STATE CINEMA
1906
1913
1940s
1974?

Opened as the Palace of Varieties
Renamed the Cosy Cinema
Renamed the State Cinema
Closed
Later demolished?

Originally the main hall of the Workmen’s
Institute, this was equipped with a stage area 21
ft wide and 15 ft deep, had four dressing rooms
and had seating for 600 people. It began its cinevariety programme around 1908 when the hall
acquired the name Palace of Varieties. By
February 1913 the building has been renamed
the Cosy Cinema and Music Hall was under the
management of a Mr French, and for the next
year presented such variety acts as Eugene
Format, “America’s Latest Dancing Coon” ;
May Bevan, “comedienne”; and Barnes-Bewley, “singing, dancing and patter act” alongside a programme of films.
There is something of a mystery about control of the Cosy in the first months of 1914. In January “The Stage”
listings record both Haggar’s Palace and the Cosy Cinema as being run by Will Haggar. He is cited as the Licensee
and Manager of both venues, with his brother Fred as the Resident Manager of the Palace, and Ernie Meadows as
the Resident Manager of the Cosy. The following week reports the fire at the Palace, and repeats the information
that the Cosy is controlled by the Haggar family.
However, in March the report states that the Licensee & Manager of the Cosy is Harry Rees, and then, in May, it
has become Mr W.H. Rosser. Clearly there was some kind of difficulty going on. The owners of the Cosy
remained the Committee of the Workmen’s Institute, but the lease seems to be changing hands on a monthly basis.
Mr Rosser appears to have been the ultimate victor, and he ran the cinema through the war years with such “turns”
as The Vone Trio of musicians: Violet Denza, comedienne; Wee Victoria, vocaliste; and the Brothers Selwyn who
would appear alongside films that were of an increasingly patriotic and military nature.
The 1920s were dominated by concert party and revue shows, and the arrival of the Talkies saw the Cosy firmly
established as the town’s main cinema, along with its new name – the State Cinema. When CinemaScope was
fitted in the 1950s, the proscenium was extended and the seating capacity reduced to 350. There are two distinct
threads to local reminiscences about the place. One from the 1950s says “on the front of the building I recall the
sign ‘Palace of Varieties’. The kids in Pontlottyn School used to joke that the varieties were the rats, mice and fleas
that inhabited the premises” ; the other recalls it as a splendid and much loved weekly taste of grace and luxury for
the local population. The cinema closed around 1974, and some claim it survived some years thereafter as a bingo
hall, closing around 1980. It was subsequently demolished.
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PONTNEWYDD
PUBLIC HALL
The original public hall was open before 1910, and was in frequent use for visiting fit-up productions: Frank
Gala opened his South Wales tour in Pontnewydd in March 1910; and the following year Eileen & May
entertained with “six instruments, picturesque dances, and pretty stage display”. In December 1911 The Great
Adler, “Military illusionist and conjurer” was able to place an advert boasting “Last week I broke all records at
the Public Hall Pontnewydd where I was a doing a 25 min show and they wanted more. Thanks Mr Bamford
for offer to stay another week.” The Public Hall was used for all manner of events, including boxing matches
and political meetings.

NEW THEATRE / PITT’S PICTURE PALACE
1910?
1912
1913
?

Opened as the New Theatre
Closed for rebuilding
Reopened as Pitt’s Picture Palace
Closed

In May 1910 Mr A.B. McKay announced the opening of his New Theatre in Pontnewydd, stating that the
premises had a resident band, staff and electric plant. The proscenium opening was 24 ft , and the stage itself
had another 10ft wing space each side and was 22 ft deep. It had tumble cloths at the front of the stage and roll
cloths at the back. It could hold around 1000 seats.
In his opening season he presented plays like “A Woman Worth Winning”, “The Beginning and the End” and
“The Deserter”. But, only two years later, something had gone wrong: in June 1912 an advert from Leslie
Beaufort informed all artists holding contracts at Pontnewydd that the
hall was about to close for extensive structural alterations. There was a
local suggestion that the building – possibly a wooden structure? – had
been damaged in a heavy storm.
By the start of 1913 the building was back in business showing films
and variety under its new owners and new name – Pitt’s Picture Palace.
In September 1914 the Palace attempted to run several weeks of
repertory theatre with no film shows – George H. Pitt’s Dramatic
Company were presenting up to six different pieces weekly.
The
wartime years called for as much light-hearted variety as local venues
could provide, and the Palace obliged with such acts as Eugene Format,
“the Dancing Coon”; Acourtini, “with his sensational blindfold on
skates surrounded by swords; Rae Jones, “the famous Welsh soprano,
“Songs in English, Welsh, Italian and French”; and the Warrens, “novel
acrobatic act, clever posturing and barrel contortionists”. (For this last
named act Mr Gerrard of the Palace was quoted as saying “It’s the finest
turn I’ve ever had at my hall”.)
In the years immediately following the Great War the Palace hosted
many popular revues, alternating weeks of live shows with weeks made
up exclusively of films. But there seems to be little information from
the early 1920s onward.
Further information is needed .

Eugene Format

PAVILION
During the summer months of 1914 performances were given at the “Trixie Pavilion, Pontnewydd”. Several
visiting companies appeared there offering a show of “buck and acro dancing”, and even a straight play, “The
Stowaway” performed by Winifred Maude’s Company. Was this a portable? Or a fit-up?
Further information is needed.
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PONTYATES
WELFARE HALL
1938 Opened
The original Miners’ Welfare Hall
was open before 1910, and was said
to comprise a billiard room, a reading
room and a library as well as a stage
and dressing rooms. It is said to have
had a seating capacity of 250 seats.
In 1915 the trustees were bequeathed
additional land, and planned to
enlarge the premises. However, due
to the war, this did not take place,
and then the change in the local
economy and circumstances meant
enlargement was not necessary. In
1938 the old hall was replaced with
the Welfare Hall, which incorporated
a much smaller stage area and
seating for around 120 people.

Pontyates Cinema
In April 1934 a Mr Johnson is advertising for performers to play alongside films at the Pontyates Cinema.
Further information is needed.
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PONTYBEREM

MINERS’ INSTITUTE & MEMORIAL HALL
1926
1937
2006
2011

Institute opened
Memorial Hall opened
Major renovation and restoration
Restoration of the facade

The Memorial Hall was built alongside the existing Miners’
Institute which had been created nine years earlier. Although
they were adjoining buildings, they had separate entrances
and were not physically combined into one venue until the
early 1990s.
In March 1930 a visiting entertainment “Celtic Follies” was
performed in the “Pontyberem Hall” and in January 1934 a
Mr Fox ran a short repertory season in the “Pontyberem
Memorial Theatre”. It is possible that both these shows were
given on a fit-up stage inside the Institute, since the purposebuilt theatre did not open for another three years.
With a flat-floor auditorium and a single balcony, the hall
originally accommodated around 700 people. The raked
stage area is approximately 20ft wide by 20ft deep and is
equipped with one dressing room with a moveable partition
to share the space between ladies and gentlemen performers.
When the two buildings were merged into one, the Institute’s
billiards room became a new audience foyer, and the old
reading rooms became part of the local library provision.

PALACE
1930s Opened?
1960s Closed?
Built in Coalbrook Road, Pontyberem, this was a large and
imposing building with seating for around 500. Listed as
being open in 1937, it had disappeared from the listings by
1963.
It has had a variety of uses since closure – initially used as
a Royal British Legion Club and later as an Irish Theme
Pub, its most recent use is as a CK Food Store.
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PONTYCLUN
PONTYCLUN CINEMA
1913 Open
?
No further details
In September 1913 The Carr Loates’ Repertory Co were performing for the week in the Pontyclun Cinema. A
few weeks later Lalla Rookh, “dainty comedienne” was a variety turn in between film shows at Pontyclun.
Further information is needed to pinpoint the location of this early cinema.

PUBLIC HALL
?

No details

In November 1920 Mason’s Modern Dramatic Repertory Company played a short season at the Public Hall,
Pontyclun. Nothing more is known.

PARK HALL CINEMA
1930
1980s
1990s
2001
2006

Opened
Used as a bingo club
Left empty and gradually became derelict
Suffered fire damage
Demolished and replaced with a Tesco Express store

Opened in 1930, this was a 400 seat welfare-hall type venue with no pretensions towards luxury. It functioned
as a cinema until the end
of the 1970s, and then
spent a decade as a bingo
hall. It was disused in the
1990s and gradually fell
into dereliction, and
suffered fire damage in
April 2001.
The local Council failed
to trace the owners, who
were believed to have
emigrated to New
Zealand, and in 2006
served a legal notice to
demolish the building on
safety grounds. It was
demolished in October
2006 and the site was
later used to build a
Tesco Express store.
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PONTYCYMER
Portable and fit-up theatres
Ebley’s Portable
was a regular visitor to Pontycymmer, usually playing the winter seasons, and certainly played in February
1902, and again for the next two years.

PUBLIC HALL/ HIPPODROME & OPERA HOUSE
1901
1908
1910
?

Already open as the Public Hall
Renamed the Pontycymmer Hippodrome & Opera House
Reverted to the Public Hall name
?

The Public Hall in Oxford Street was being used for public entertainment by the turn of the century, and the
1901 season included performances from the Royal Australian Choir and Gustav Roselle’s Merry Zingaras.
In May 1908 an advertisement stated:
“Wanted first class companies dramatic or variety for the above hall (holds 1500). Good Companies do
big business. Dr Walford Bodie took last week £257 16s 3d in six nights. Population in the immediate
neighbourhood 15,000. Twelve big collieries. Money plentiful. Only good companies entertained.”
In July 1908, following his great success, Dr Walford Bodie announced that he was now taking a lease on the
Public Hall in Pontycymmer and another hall in Ferndale, and that both venues would re-open under the new
name of Hippodrome & Opera House. His advertisement read:
“Both places now closed for extensive and costly alterations by Dean and Sons, the famous theatrical
furnishers. Everything done to ensure success. Ferndale holds 1200; Pontycymmer 1500. Grand
reopening August Bank Holiday both places. Important: Ferndale and Pontycymmer are not barred by
any town. Aberaman is strictly barred for 3 months before and after.”
Further announcements in “The Stage” informed the
public that Campbell Kelly’s productions of “A
Gamble with Life” and “Trail of the Serpent” were
booked to play “Dr. Bodie’s Hippodrome,
Pontycymmer” in August, and would be followed by
the musical plays “The Naval Detective” and “Our
Sailor Lad”, and a variety bill featuring The
Mysterious Irvings, “the premier second-sight artists
making their first ever visit to the Pontycymmer
Hippodrome”.
Within the next few months Dr Bodie boasted that the
overwhelming success of his new venture had seen the
demise of the town’s rival booth theatre, and that his
future attractions would be performed for “split
weeks”, playing three days at Pontycymmer followed
by three days at Ferndale. The list of forthcoming
shows included Ada Frank as Suzanne in “A Fight for
Life” and “Napoleon’s Divorce”, this latter show
being “a large production with a cast of 30 and 2
horses!”.
Shows were regularly advertised at Dr. Bodie’s
Hippodrome, Pontycymmer from August 1908 until
February 1910 after which they came to an abrupt
stop. This sudden collapse of Bodie’s businesses
occurred when Bodie himself was the subject of a
great scandal.
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A young man called Charles Henry Irving had paid £1,000 to Bodie allegedly on the false representation that
“Bodie was a duly qualified doctor skilled in bloodless surgery, hypnotism, and medical electrical work,
and had discovered the cure for paralysis by passing through the bodies of patients electrical currents
of 2,000 volts which had first passed through his own body, and that he had cured patients discharged
as hopeless from London hospitals.”
Bodie had produced various documents and certificates attesting to his qualifications. In return for £1000
Irving would spend three years as an “apprentice surgeon”, receiving a small payment each week, and would
receive instruction that would enable Irving to become a qualified doctor himself. In the course of the first
year Irving had discovered that Bodie’s certificates and qualifications were all bogus, and that his work
consisted of fakery and trickery.
Irving sued for the return of his money. He won his case, but Bodie then appealed against the judgement. In
the Appeal Court the original judgement was confirmed and the appeal judge declared Bodie a quack and a
fraud. Irving was to get his money back and Bodie was also to pay additional costs. (Although this led to the
collapse of Bodie’s current businesses, he would later bounce back and continue to function for several more
years.)
Bodie died in 1939, and at that time one of his obituaries stated that in Pontycymmer in 1908 he had “taken
over the local skating rink and converted it into a theatre”. This statement has been repeated several times in
the succeeding years. However, Paul Howell’s research into the history of the skating rink produces
compelling documentary evidence that building work on the Rink did not commence until January 1910, and
the building was a “new” construction when it opened three months later. It appears that the two venues in
Pontycymmer have been confused, and the 1500-seat Public Hall was the building which, for just two years,
became Bodie’s Hippodrome.
Following Bodie’s departure and in the years immediately prior to the Great War the Hall presented a range of
variety shows with performers like Little Hackenschmidt and a series of concerts with musicians like Phil
Rabey. By 1916 the Public Hall was in regular use for film shows, and remained in permanent use as a cinema
thereafter. Following remodelling for sound films, the seating capacity was reduced to 670.
Further information is needed.
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THE RINK / EMPIRE VARIETY / HIPPODROME
1910
1910
1911
1922

Opened as a roller-skating rink
Renamed the Empire Variety Theatre
Renamed the New Hippodrome
Destroyed by fire

The Garw Valley Roller Skating and Amusement Co. proudly announced the official opening of their Roller
Skating Rink at Pontycymmer on 23rd March, 1910. The hall was described as 138 ft long and 50 ft wide, and
was a timber and corrugated iron construction with a rubberoid roof, a maple floor, and lit by electricity. The
original manager, Mr W. Kelsey, indicated that the Rink would be available for numerous future community
events. However, he did not last long in the job, and was replaced during the first week of July, the same time
the Rink started showing performances of “Animated Pictures” in the evenings.
In December 1910 the holding company re-constituted itself as the Garw Valley Amusement Company
(dropping the “Roller Skating” from its name) and announced the re-opening of the former skating rink as the
Empire Variety Theatre under its new manager, Edward Fletcher. The opening date was Boxing Day, 1910,
and the top of the bill would be the Weimars. The show would include some bioscope displays.
By March 1911 the Hippodrome was again under new management, this time a Mr T.W. Franklin, and the
venue was now a cine-variety house, offering, in between films, such live attractions as Mademoiselle Henri,
“the human horizontal bat”, together with the chance to “see M. Henri “balance a dog cart on his forehead.” .
Generally these presentations were in the evenings, sometimes twice-nightly, with the hall being used for all
manner of daytime events like flower shows, sports days, and frequently for public meetings.
Later that year the miners of South Wales were involved in a minimum-wage dispute which would lead to an
all-out 37 day strike in 1912. With money being in short supply during these disputes, attendance at the Rink
was patchy, and after just eight months the management once more changed. At the end of 1911 the building,
now re-named the New Hippodrome, was taken over by the Anderson family, a successful music hall troupe
who had decided to settle in Pontycymmer. Throughout the strike the Andersons turned their theatre into a
soup kitchen to feed the miners’ families, and became famed for their generosity towards the people of the
Valley. Each Christmas they would give a free show to every local child, and present each of them with a
Christmas gift.
Like many venues, the new name “Hippodrome” never really caught on, and it was almost always referred to as
“The Rink” by the locals. The Andersons, a well-established and well-connected music-hall family, had toured
extensively and internationally, and decided to ease back on their touring, acquire one or more theatres in the
booming South Wales area, and settle into a more organised life as theatre managers and producers. Initially
they were successful, using their many connections in the music-hall world to bring some well-established
“star” names to Pontycymmer. They successfully presented the usual mix of live shows and films, including a
highly popular “Cinderella” in January 1913, and performers like Will O’Patten “the phenomenal doublevoiced vocalist”, and Madame Doris with her “comedy and skating bears.”
However, any plans for them to settle down and become rich on the takings from a thriving mining area were
thwarted by the outbreak of War and by a whole series of mining disputes and hardships through the next four
years.
Attendances
dropped and times
became very hard.
Instead of cutting their
losses and pulling out,
the Andersons, with
true patriotism and
empathy with the
mining community,
organised
charity
events, provided their
theatre free of charge
on many occasions,
helped with soup
kitchens and generally
used their own money
to
subsidise
the
community.
They
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managed to continue with
the occasional mix of film
and variety - which in
January 1916 included
The
Keegans,
“the
different
singing
and
dancing
entertainers
featuring
Moonlight,
Sand, Wooden-shoe and
Eccentric dancing,” – and
helped boost local morale
with charity concerts,
sports and social events,
and
frequent
and
sometimes heated public
meetings.
The Andersons had been
granted a formal tenancy
of the Hippodrome in
January 1912 – a month
after they occupied the building. It would appear that their original seven-year lease was up for renewal at the
start of 1919. Now that the Armistice was in force, they began to explore more extravagant productions for the
autumn season, provisionally booking the Harry Jones Grand Opera Company, and some large scale concerts.
Their funds were very depleted, and, at last, they could look forward to recovering their losses and beginning to
make some profit.
However, for some unknown - and locally highly unpopular - reason, the owners of the site refused to renew
the Andersons’ lease. They were forced to hand over the management to the “New Lessee and Resident
Manager, Lieutenant E. M. Wall (Late of the Cardiff City Battalion). The new regime opened on the August
Bank Holiday Monday, 1919 with the London farce “The Little Widow”.
Lieutenant Wall lasted less than a year, in spite of bringing some attractive new shows to Pontycymmer, and
his successor faced a problem when the licensing authority demanded significant safety and sanitation
improvements before a new licence would be issued. Then, to add to the difficulty, 1921 saw a three-month
long strike in the South Wales coalfield which led to great hardship and real poverty and destroyed any chance
of turning round the fortunes of the Rink. Finally, on Sunday 26th November 1922 at around 8pm the Rink was
destroyed by fire.
(Following the loss of their lease, the impoverished Andersons went into semi-retirement and mostly
disappeared from public attention. The recent discovery that some of the Andersons were buried in an
unmarked grave in Pontycymmer Cemetery led to a memorial being placed on the site.)
(Much of the information has come from “The Rink” by Paul Howells)

PALACE
1911 Open by now
?
Closed? Demolished?
The Palace was in use as an early cine-variety by November 1911 when it was offering Le May and Bliss, “a
great comedy act” together with Maisie Mayne, “juvenile vocaliste” alongside bioscope shows. By 1913 it was
owned by Will Stone, who also managed the New Hippodrome Tonypandy and acted as booking agent for the
Dowlais Palace, Blackwood Pavilion and the Ebbw Vale Workmen’s Hall.
The Palace thrived through the war years and through the 1920s, featuring such variety performers as Olive &
Claire “in song and clever dances”, Marcel & Bob Dare “the Permanent Waves of mirth”, and Dr Raymond
and his Super Road Show. It disappears from the record in the 1930s.
Further information is needed.
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MEMORIAL HALL/
NEW THEATRE
In 1937 a grand variety bill was on offer at
the Memorial Hall, though shortly
afterwards the advertisements referred to the
venue as the New Theatre. Early in 1939
the shows on offer included Dudley Dale
and his gang, though the outbreak of the
Second World War seemed to put an end to
regular live performances. These resumed
for a while in the post-War years: in May
1946 the New Theatre presented “The
Sunny Show” with Len Howe, Audrey May
and May Warden; in March 1949 Gladys
Morgan and Company packed the place.

Silver Cinema?
Further details needed
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PONTYGWAITH
CINEMA PALACE
1913 Open by now
?
Closed?
From May 1913 to mid 1915 there are regular advertisements for performances at the Cinema, sometimes
called the Palace, in Pontygwaith. One of the first shows was given by Morrell, The Illusionist, assisted by
May Santoni, and the following week Keith & Karol in their “novel well-dressed comedy act, took five
curtain calls at Pontygwaith”. Other variety turns amongst the film shows in 1913 included Flo Claremont,
“Welsh comedienne and dancer”; Ray Gwynne with her banjo; and Hibbert’s Juveniles “in their great Harvest
Scena, introducing vocalism, toe, clog and fancy dancing, duets, concerted, etc.., with Sinclair and Reed, the
unique jugglers.”
The Cinema Palace continued through 1914 with performers like Sam Brinn, “in a ragtime singing and expertdancing act”; Archie Wallen, comedian; and Jack Gold “the original one-legged Cockney Scotch comedian –
clean and refined comedy”. Another well received turn from this time was Day & Doreen “in their vocal and
dancing speciality act – the only act introducing ice-skate dancing on illuminated glass pedestal.”
In 1915 the Cinema offered “Birteno’s Golden Grotto” – billed as “the most successful and patriotic spectacle
that has ever appeared on any stage”. After that date the cinema disappears from the listings.
Further information is needed.

Cozy Cinema
1937 Open
1960s Closed
Later demolished
The Cozy was operating by 1937. It was
operated by the Rhondda Fach Cinema
Co., and all 700 seats were on a single
floor. It had an 18 feet wide proscenium.
The Cinema closed by early 1960's and
was later demolished.

Which cinema?
A fascinating online reminiscence refers to visits in the 1940s and 50s to the Pontygwaith Cinema - though so
far it has not been established which of the two local cinemas this was:
“As a kid living in Wattstown the two cinemas I used the most were Ynyshir Hall and The Cinema,
Pontygwaith (The Bug). The Bug was the more popular and had wooden benches at the front (The sixpennies)
and plush seats further back and love seats in the back row. These were two adjoining seats with no dividing
arm rest. The Bug always had the best films and the Saturday morning childrens’ show with admission of
tuppence and thrupence. The tuppnies were the benches. The shows lasted for three hours with a main feature,
cartoons and serials mainly Hopalong Cassidy or Roy Rogers. The manager was a man called Mr Blake or
Blakey to the kids. He knew my father so I had to behave in the cinema. He was also feared by the kids.
Every Saturday he held a raffle drawing out one of the admission stubs from a bag and the prize was a bar of
Cadbury Chocolate. My ticket came out one day and I was afraid to go up to collect it because I sneaked from
the benches up into the posh seats and was afraid of what Blakey would say or do. If any of the boys didn't
have money to enter those who did would go in and while one would watch for Blakey the others would slip
the bar on the fire door to let the others in. And to think that modern kids think they invented scams.
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PONTYPOOL
Portable and fit up Theatres
Pontypool was one of the favoured places for portable and travelling theatres. Among the portables known to
have played in the town are:
Bruton’s Company
Bruton’s company was one of the earliest recorded in Pontypool, playing a short season in 1855 – possibly in a
venue that was more of a tent than a portable theatre. During the same season Bruton performed at Aberavon
and Blaina, and there was much praise for the trapeze artists who provided part of the musical and dramatic
entertainment.
Miss Beale’s American Theatre
erected in the Market Place, for a season from October1884
Star Theatre
J.E.W. Noakes’s Star Theatre played the same Market Place pitch in the summer of 1885 and again in the
summer of 1897.
Phoenix Theatre
Hartley & Henley’s Phoenix Theatre played over Christmas and the New Year, 1885-86 advertising for
performers before moving on to Llanelly on February 20th
Empire Theatre
1887 Aug – G. Garratt’s Empire visited the town in August 1887 and again in May 1888.
Haggar’s Portable
Played a short season with the pantomime “Aladdin” in January 1894 .
Ebley’s Diorama
This visited the town in February, 1898 .
Wadbrook’s Electrograph
In April, 1904 Wadbrook’s Electrograph proved to be a great attraction at the Fairground Pontypool.
Alexandra Theatre
Kate Breaner’s Alexandra Theatre opened a season on September 19th, 1910
Johnson’ Victoria Theatre
In April, 1913 John Johnson’s Victoria Theatre played a season at
Pontypool. It seems this may have been the last of the portables to play in
the town.
Pontypool Park
In April, 1890 Captain Gus Beavan’s organised a “monster fete” at
Pontypool, and had a great success, with over 50,000 people visiting the
grounds. The programme included such celebrities as Mdlle. Aleide
Capitain, and the Brothers Almonti, but the star of the occasion was the 66
year old Great Blondin. Charles Blondin, a French citizen, had become
world famous thirty-one years earlier when he successfully crossed the
Niagara Falls on a tightrope. Although he had at one time retired, he
frequently appeared at events such as this at Pontypool, and would later
appear in the 1893 pantomime at Crystal Palace.
The Park was later used for the National Eisteddfod in 1924.
Charles Blondin: 1824—1896
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FIRST THEATRE ROYAL
1799 Already open
1912c Closed & demolished
A theatre was in existence in Pontypool prior to 1799, and was used on December 8th that year for a special
meeting to inform the local people about the rise and progress of Iron Works in the area. When Henry
Masterman died early in 1803, his company disbanded. One of his actors, Edward Cape Everard (writing much
later in his “Memoirs”) stated that he joined “a little company then playing at Uske; from thence to Pontipool
and Newport. . . I have found in these small towns and the neighbourhood great civility, kindness and
hospitality”. From his memoirs it seems this company performed inside the existing theatre building in
Pontypool at the end of 1803.
Further information is needed about this first Theatre Royal. It is recorded as being in disuse by the end of the
19th Century, and that it was demolished around the year 1912.

FOWLER’S MUSIC HALL
In October 1884 Mr C.J. Fowler, of the Globe Hotel, Pontypool advertised in The Stage: “Wanted Knockabout
Niggers, vocalists and other talent to open small Free Music Hall Nov 3rd at Pontypool.”
(“Knockabout niggers”? – A different age! A different time!)
Further information is needed about this venture.

MORGAN’S FULL MOON MUSIC HALL
In February 1886 an advert stated: “Professor Simpson, jester and funny clown, and Miss Sylvia McLeary,
soprano ballad and dancer, playing this week at Morgan’s Full Moon Music Hall, Pontypool”
Further information is needed about this venture.

TOWN HALL
Until the opening of the Hanbury Assembly Rooms, the Pontypool Town Hall was in regular use for visiting
shows. From the early 1880s through to the turn of the century the Town Hall hosted regular pantomime
seasons, including the highly successful January 1887 production of “Cinderella”. This was the biggest
attraction the town had ever seen, sold out at every
performance, and breaking all attendance records.
The outstanding success of this show considerably raised
the profile of Pontypool as a theatrically profitable town,
and attracted building development for new theatres and
halls. This “Cinderella” was staged by the C. H. Phelps’
Pantomime Company with Douglas Munro as Clawrinda
and Clown ; Leila Rivers (Mrs Charles. H. Phelps) as Fairy
Godmother and Harry Stafford as Baron Ally-SloperPennyless.
Other successes from this time included the “Pickpocket”
tour with G.P. Hawtrey; the ever popular “Muldoon’s
Picnic”; the Ben Greet tour of “Sign of the Cross”, and, at
the very end of the century, the touring musical “The
Geisha”.

CLARENCE THEATRE?
In November 1903 Mr and Mrs Albert Evremond, “eccentric and character comedy”, advertised that they were
presently performing at the Clarence Theatre, Pontypool, but thereafter were disengaged and available.
It has not yet been possible to trace any further details of this venue.
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HANBURY ASSEMBLY ROOMS / THEATRE ROYAL
1890s? Opened as the Hanbury Assembly Rooms
1903 Renamed the Theatre Royal
1931 Renamed the New Royal Cinema
1946 Reverted to Theatre Royal name
1958 Closed as a cinema
The Hanbury Assembly Rooms in Osborne Road were in regular performance use before the turn of the
century, ending the 1890s with a major choral and opera programme staged by Leon Vint. It seems to have renamed itself the Theatre Royal before 1903, and was advertised as such for a January production of “The
Wicked City”. At this time the manager was Henry L. Osmond.
In October 1903 the Royal was taken over by Messrs. Poole Bros., of Poole’s Myrioramas, owners of the
Theatre Royal, Gloucester. Just two years later all Poole’s Theatres were offered for sale “to close a
partnership”. For a short while the Pontypool Royal was held under a series of short leases, presenting such
productions as “Cinderella” with Mabel Beaufort as Dandini; and the Sidney Rennef Company with “Love
Rules the World” and “Wanted by the Police” playing three nights of each production. From January 1908 the
theatre was under the personal management of George Henry Pitt – and would remain so for the next twentytwo years.
In May 1914 the rival Pavilion opened, prompting Mr Pitt to advertise:
“Notice – This is the only theatre in the town of Pontypool, any other theatre being over one mile distant
from the town. The Theatre Royal Pontypool has been opened and run solely by Mr Pitt over seven
years without a break, and is an established success, being in the heart of Pontypool. Forthcoming
bookings include Turner’s Opera Co., “The Coastguard’s Daughter”, “The Face at the Window”,
“Geoffrey Langdon’s Wife”, “The Vacant Chair”, “Have Another Revue”, “Wallah Wallah Revue”,
The Six Brothers Luck, Amasis, Sharp’s Tromboneers, Ten Loonies, May Henderson, Donaldson’s Zoo
Revue - all No. I Attractions.”
The most talked about attraction of 1914 came in July when the Theatre Royal featured Captain de Villiers and
his “Wireless Airship”. This was a small dirigible, 18ft in length, and, from wireless transmitters on the stage,
the airship was made to sail round the auditorium and to undergo a series of astounding manoeuvres. “Lamps
are lighted on the dirigible, a searchlight is operated on it, wireless messages are sent, and imitation bombs are
dropped while the airship is in full flight.” In addition to this exhibition the evening offered Layton & Douglas,
a musical speciality playing on the saxophone, cornet, bugle, phonifiddle, silver bells, concertina and the oboe.
And if all that wasn’t enough, the evening included the films “A Dead Man’s Child” and “The First Law of
Nature”.

The theatre is the building on the right, with the advertising banner above the entrance.
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The early war years saw business as usual,
with the J.W. Turner Company opening a
week of opera with “Maritana”, and the
usual range of touring drama and variety.
However, things became more difficult as
the war progressed, and the Royal would
sometimes play just one variety turn in an
evening of film shows.
The end of the war was celebrated with a
return to “big name” shows, including an
appearance from the famous Lily Langtry in
November 1918, and then, in August 1920,
the touring “Mr Tower of London” with
Archie Pitt and the 22 year old Gracie Fields.
Archie Pitt & Gracie Fields in
“Mr Tower of London”

A newspaper review of the 1920 Christmas
week production reported:

Lily Langtry

“Hiawatha and Minnehaha, trained chimpanzees, provide an acceptable act. Frances and Kitty Carroll
score well in patter and duets; Roselle and Clifford, in operatic numbers, are well received; the Stelios,
with their terriers, provide a clever acrobatic and canine act. Others appearing are Sharon,
instrumentalist, and Winifred May, vocalist and dancer.”
However, just five months later the theatre advertised “Owing to the present industrial crisis and the difficulties
of booking and the getting through of companies, this popular house is closed indefinitely.” It was not until
three months later that George Pitt was able to announce
“Now the Coal Strike is ended, Monmouthshire, especially the Eastern Valleys, of which Pontypool is
the centre, will be the first to profit by the trade boom. All collieries, steel and tin works are re-starting.
Enormous orders for coal have been placed and accepted, prosperity for the coming season, being
assured. Reopening August 1st
Throughout the 1920s the theatre thrived with such shows as Harry Zahl’s “Welsh Follies” with Billy Walters,
May Warden, Madge Edwardes and the Two Queenies - this show could proudly announce that it “took £80
net on Saturday alone”; a Shakespeare Festival with Edward Dunstan and Gertrude Gilbert; and, in December
1928, an early appearance of Tessie O’Shea, the 15 year old comedy girl
In October 1930 an advert proclaimed “For sale by private treaty, the substantial and well-situated public hall
together with the shops underneath and known as the Theatre Royal Pontypool. Seating capacity 800.” When
the sale was finalised the new owners converted it into a full-time cinema, complete with the latest equipment
for “talking” films and a 24ft proscenium. It re-opened with a new name – the New Royal Cinema. Around
1946, it reverted back to the Theatre Royal name, continuing as a cinema until closing on 31st May 1958.

PAVILION / WEST’S PAVILION
1914
1920s
1950s
1968
1989
1990s

Opened
Mixed use with occasional cinema
Mainly used as a cinema
Used exclusively by Top Rank Bingo
Closed and left unused
Demolished

This magnificent 2000-seat Pavilion opened on Easter Monday 1914, and promoted itself as
“Pontypool’s Premier Playhouse, one of the most up-to-date Theatres in Wales and Monmouthshire.
Drawing upon a population of 60,000. Erected at a cost of over £10,000. First rate orchestra. Big
Scenic plant. Can stage anything. Holding capacity 2,000. Tip-up seats throughout. Width of stage
70ft depth 30ft height to grid 36ft Prices 3d to 1s.6d. Manager Leslie Beaufort”
The rival Theatre Royal rapidly joined in a “war of words”, pointing out that the Pavilion was not even in
Pontypool, but on the outskirts and “way out of town”. The Pavilion immediately responded:
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“This up-to-date modern theatre, although not actually within the old town of Pontypool, is under half a mile
from the boundary. This is an actual fact. Pontypool itself has a population of considerably less than 7,000,
whereas the Pontnewydd Pavilion is situated in an industrial area containing upwards of 50,000 persons.
It is NOT a converted Assembly Room, Electric Theatre, Picture Palace, or cinema and the directors and
General Manager have no intention of ever running it as such. Our takings last week with the “Married f o r
Love” company (cast including Mr Wm. Clayton and Mr Fred Davies) amounted to a total of £222. 12s 3d.
With the Royal Italian Circus in opposition and 3 turns with Pictures at another theatre, these figures speak
for themselves. Miss Lena Stanton’s Revue “Hullo! What’s On?” opened to a very decent house on
Monday – viz. £42 4s 8d, and we are in for a bumping week.”
It was unfortunate that just four months after opening the country was at war, and numerous difficulties ensued –
with both theatres competing for an ever-reducing supply of top-quality touring shows. Despite Leslie Beaufort’s
declaration that the Pavilion would never be run as a cinema, by November 1917 the Pavilion was forced to
introduce film shows as a regular part of the programme.
In June 1919 a newspaper item reported: “This house having been taken over by Cinemas (West) Ltd., Saturday
next will be the last stage performance here. After being redecorated and re-seated it will be reopened on August
Bank Holiday as a first-class picture house under the management of Captain Hubert G. Spart, M.C.” In spite of this
declaration, the Pavilion did attract the occasional live show during the remaining years, and live music and the
occasional concert would be staged, often featuring the newly-installed cinema organ. However, it was chiefly
thought of as a cinema, and after the Second World War it was almost exclusively used as a cinema.
The last film was shown in 1968 – it was “Camelot” - after which the Pavilion became a Top Rank Bingo venue. In
1989 bingo use ceased, and there were plans for the building to be re-opened as a cinema by local enthusiasts.
However, these came to nothing and the building was left empty and gradually fell into disrepair. At the end of the
1990s it was demolished.

Some cinemas in Pontypool
Drill Hall
In March 1907 Leon Vint booked the Drill Hall for four nights for a film display. This was possibly the earliest
showing of films in Pontypool?

Pitt’s Picture Palace/ Hippodrome/ Royal
1910 Opened
1913 Renamed the Hippodrome?
1930s Renamed the Royal Cinema.
Pitt’s Picture Palace opened in 1910 in George Street – and later had a second entrance on Osborne Road. There is a
reference to Pitt’s Hippodrome opening in the autumn of 1913, but it is not clear if this was a separate cinema, or a
new name for the redecorated Palace. The advert for the opening of the Hippodrome refers to George Pitt as “also
the manager the Theatre Royal”. By the 1930s the cinema was re-named the Royal Cinema, but locally it was still
referred to as “Pitt’s”. It gradually became a
bit run-down and was always considered to be
the inferior, cheap cinema in Pontypool.

Osborne Road entrance to the Royal Cinema (right of photo)

“Apart from the usual seats in the body of the
cinema, there was a flight of steps on the right
hand side quite near to the screen. They didn’t
lead anywhere and were used for sitting on if
you didn’t mind the discomfort of a hard
wooden seat. During the cheap matinee
performances for children on a Saturday
morning there always seemed to be a great
crowd of 20 or so “rough kids” on the steps
who loved making a lot of noise. They were
constantly being told to keep quiet by the
usherettes as they shone their torches on
them.”
From Reminiscences of Pontypool – online
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Crane Street Cinema
1914 Opened
1923 Closed and became a dance hall
1970 Demolished
The Crane Street Cinema opened on the 5th
January 1914 with Charles Hawtrey in “A
Message from Mars”. Seating was provided in
stalls and a small balcony. The cinema was
situated opposite the main entrance to the market,
but, in spite of its central position, it survived for
less than a decade, unable to withstand the
competition from the newly-opened luxury
cinema, the Palace. It closed in 1923 and was
converted into the Palais de Dance Ballroom the
following year. It was renamed Queen’s Ballroom
in 1952, and was finally demolished in 1970

Park Cinema
1921 Opened
1970 Destroyed by fire
The Park Cinema, in Park Road, opened on December 26th 1921, with
seating for 1,050 in Circle and Stalls, and the venue also contained a
basement billiards hall which remained until the cinema burnt down. The
owners, the Jackson Withers Group, were planning a major redecoration
and modernisation programme when just before the matinee performance
of the film “Zulu” on Wednesday 26th August 1970, a fire broke out and
the building was seriously damaged. Only the projection room and the
cinema’s façade remained. (Because early film stock was highly
flammable, safety regulations insisted on all projection boxes being
protected with fire-proof shutters and metal doors. After the advent of nonflammable film, most of these fire prevention measures remained in place.
According to Editha Pearce, in most Withers Cinemas circa 1960s, it was
still standard practice to drop the shutters at the end of an evenings
showing. Accordingly the cinema was virtually destroyed, but the
projection room remained intact.)
Following the fire, the Park Cinema was quickly demolished and the area
re-developed.
Scala
1967 Opened in a converted church hall
2005 Cinema closed
The Pontypool Scala in Osborne Road opened in 1967
inside a former Church Hall dating back to 1916. After
this conversion, the cinema had 197 seats on a single
floor level.
The opening film was “The Three
Musketeers”. The screen was just 18’6” and eventually
the seating was reduced to 130, but it remained a
popular venue for almost forty years. Following its
final closure in 2005, the cinema space was used to
expand the children’s playgroup which occupied the
same space, and the premises became the Osbourne
Lodge Nursery.
Photo copyright John Grayson
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PONTYPRIDD
Portable & Fit Up Theatres

Known visiting attractions included a double fairground attraction in April 1905, with visits from:
Bostock & Wombwell’s Menagerie,
Wadbrook’s Bioscope & Varieties

HOWARD’S HALL / VICTORIA THEATRE
1884 Open
1886 Major alterations
1890 Renamed the Victoria Theatre
The large hall owned by Mr. E.H. Howard was certainly is use for public entertainment by 1884, and was
presenting the fit-up tour of “My Partner” and the pantomime “Little Jack Horner” in the spring of 1885. At
this time it was a “fit-up” hall, offering little more than an empty space, requiring the visiting players to provide
almost everything bar the seating. Its growing popularity persuaded Mr Howard to close for three months in
February 1886 so that the Hall could undergo extensive alterations, installing a permanent stage with curtains
and all the necessary equipment to operate as a “proper” theatre. When it reopened on April 7th, it was a
splendid hall that could accommodate 1,000.
Its first full year saw a highly successful “Robinson Crusoe”, with premiere danseuse Mdlle. Therese Lupino .
This pantomime was praised for it lavish scenery “costing over £100”, and the management announced that it
had “turned away money on the opening night.” Other attractions included Edward Noakes’s Company with
guest performer Henry Loraine in a week of plays which consisted of Monday “Othello”; Tuesday “Hamlet”;
Wednesday “Richelieu”; Thursday “Face in the Moonlight”; Friday (benefit of Mr Loraine) “Gamester”; and
Saturday “Ingomar”. The first year ended with another pantomime, “The Ice Witch” – with Lillie Ivanhoe
(Little Red Riding Hood), Miss C. Hetherington (Boy Blue), Mr Ivanhoe (The Wolf) and Mr. H. Hare (Dame
Dumpling).
Pantomimes were clearly popular with Pontypridd audiences, and a single week in March 1888 March offered
four nights of “Jack & the Beanstalk” and two nights of “Dick Whittington” from Will Smithson’s Company.
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The following week the Matthews’ Minstrel Troupe were due to open on Thursday 15th March, and a crowded
house was turned away – the show was cancelled because their wardrobe had gone astray. They played Friday
and Saturday with no problems.
In 1890 Howard’s Hall seems to have changed hands. The new proprietor is Jack Davies and the manager
George Clay, and the venue has been renamed the Victoria Theatre. An advert at the time stated:
“Victoria Theatre (late Howard’s Hall). Accommodates over 1000 people. The most popular place of
amusement in the district. Patronised for years by all first-class travelling companies, Proprietor: Jack
Davis.”
The theatre presented a series of plays including “The Prime Minister”, “Fallen Among Thieves” and “A
Terrible Secret”, but it seems these did not attract large audiences, and in May 1890 the management tried a
season of variety shows, opening with a week which offered Herr Vogel, Dick Moss, Fred Smith, Des
Gresham, Sisters Denmark, Nellie Hulton, and Lizzie Belmont. The variety season continued through the
autumn, though in October a newspaper reported:
“This hall was occupied last week (except Thursday) by a variety company of no particular note. On
Thursday, before a crowded audience, the Pontypridd Amateur Dramatic Society performed “Aurora
Floyd”. Considering it was the first time they ever appeared on the boards, each member did his work
admirably, Indeed, there was hardly a hitch from beginning to end.”
From October 1890 onwards the Victoria was facing competition from the newly opened Royal Clarence. In
February of the following year the Victoria Theatre’s pantomime “Aladdin” seems to have been the last show
for at least ten months. The Royal Clarence was able to advertise itself as “the only theatre in the town”.
There is a mystery production of a play called “Siberia” staged in October 1891 and advertised in The Stage as
being performed at the Victoria, Pontypridd. It is possible, however, that this is a misprint, and that the
Victoria did not reopen as a theatre, and remained available for hire as a public hall.
It has not been possible to find any reference to the Victoria Theatre after this date. Further information is
needed.

TOWN HALL THEATRE
1885
1918
1930s
1982

Opened for occasional use
Promoted itself as a full-time variety theatre
“Modernised” for cinema use in Art-Deco style
Closed and left unused.
In
1885
the
Pontypridd Market
and Town Hall
Company built a
large theatre over the
pre-existing fruit and
vegetable market.
With a seating
capacity of around
1700 people, it
would eventually
form the centrepiece
of a group of civic
buildings
which
played an important
part in the life of the
community through
the first half of the
20th Century.
It was in very
regular use for its
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first five years, with touring plays such as Miss Inez Howard’s Company in “Man to Man”; “My Sweetheart”
with the well-known actor, J.F. Lambe; and such comedies as “Stop Thief”. However, demand for the Town
Hall Theatre fell away when the Royal Clarence opened, and for the twenty years or so the Town Hall Theatre
was used on an occasional basis, for concerts, public meetings, amateur productions and the like.
In May 1918 a Mr Hymack negotiated a lease and reopened the Town Hall Theatre as a full-time variety
theatre. A typical week’s entertainment under its new management included Dan Godfrey’s Bournemouth
Municipal Orchestra, Marie Novello, Ivor Foster, Charles Tree, Niblo and Doris, Mayne & Sheridan, Thornley
Dodge and the Novas.
In June 1922 the Town Hall Theatre was taken over by the Pontypridd Music Hall Company Ltd, a private
family business with the shares jointly held by Mr E.R. Rogers, a theatrical agent, and his son, Mr. E.I. Rogers,
a local wine and spirit merchant. The senior Mr Rogers was a well-respected philanthropist in the area, and
had been Treasurer of the South Wales branch of the Royal Ancient Order of Buffalos until he decided to move
his theatre business to London, and leave the local concern with his son.
In 1924 The Pontypridd Music Hall Company was sued by Valentine Walker, whose speciality was a
submarine trick. He had made a verbal contract with Mr. Rogers whereby he would bring his company to
Pontypridd in return for 50% of the box office income (less income tax). Mr Rogers informed him that the
average weekly takings at the Music Hall were £300, of which Saturday night produced £100, so he could
anticipate his share being in the region of £150. It turned out that the entire takings for the week were £111
13s 9d, and that the Saturday night had produced £44. 14s. Mr Walker claimed mis-representation, and sued
for compensation. The case was undefended, and in the absence of either of the Rogers, Mr Walker was
awarded compensation plus costs.
However, if business for Valentine Walker had been poor, things were very different for the irrepressible Dr
Walford Bodie with his “Great Super Musical Comedy Electrical Revue ‘Fun on an Ocean Liner’ – The
greatest amalgamation of sensational novelties ever submitted to the public.” It broke box office records at the
Town Hall Theatre in August 1924, taking close on £500 in six nights.
By the middle of 1925 the Rogers had sold their lease to the London-based Myers Vaudeville Agency
(although the senior Mr Rogers was a director of this Agency) and for the next seven years the theatre hosted a
successful series of visiting musicals and revues, and then, in 1932, staged a lengthy repertory season from the
Denville Players.
In March of the following year the lease reverted to its owners, and the following advert stated:
The Pontypridd Markets Fairs and Town Hall
Company are prepared to let the above Hall for
stage plays, variety entertainments or
kinematograph exhibitions upon an annual tenancy
or short lease, subject to the reservation of one
week in each calendar month for local events.
This was a strange arrangement – offering the theatre for
three weeks each month – and seems to have led to
somewhat irregular and sporadic use of the venue.
However, it was a workable arrangement for cinema use,
and at this time much of the original Victorian decoration
was replaced with Art-Deco style “modernisation” when
cinema equipment was installed. For the next few years the
Town Hall Theatre was mostly used as a cinema, although
between 1939 and 1941 The Shaftesbury Players ran a
repertory season interspersed with the occasional
pantomime.
It was not until the end of the war that the Town Hall
Theatre returned to full-time variety use under its new
manager Manny Bloomer. These post-War years offered
revues like “We Were in the Forces” and the famous
“Soldiers in Skirts” tour with Barri Chatt and Terri Gardner;
the talent show headed by Carroll Levis; and, in August
Barri Chatt & Terri Gardner—”Soldiers in Skirts”
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1948, Maudie Edwards headed a variety bill which broke all records for a
week’s takings at the Town Hall – the show took £886.11s 7d net.
The next five or six years or so were typical of the fate of most of the variety
theatres in the country: a series of top-name variety performers played the
Town Hall Theatre, including Gladys Morgan, Cavan O’Connor, Howell
and Pat Evans, Dorothy Squires, Leslie Hutchinson, Semprini, The Western
Brothers, Eva May Wong, Arthur Haynes, Ossie Morris and Leslie Sarony.
Annual pantomimes were performed – in this case even “on ice”! –
Cinderella on Ice (1951), Babes in the Wood on Ice (1952), and Sleeping
Beauty on Ice (1954). The theatre staged short repertory seasons, but all the
while audiences were declining due to the attraction of television.

Western Brothers

More and more “adult” shows began to appear. As early as 1949 the Town
Hall Theatre had offered revues entitled “Nude Look”, “ Harem Scarem”,
“Casino de Paris” and “Parisian Hayride”. By 1952 the titles of these revues
were more suggestive: “Godiva Goes Gay”, “Beauties and Cuties”,
“Naughty Naughty”, “Sauciest Show of the Century” and “You Must Not

Touch”.
With ever-declining business, the theatre announced a “short film season” from April 1955 - a film season that
was anything but short. During the 1950s the building itself was swallowed up inside major re-development of
the market area. This included building a roof over the adjacent market, and obscuring the original imposing
frontage and entrance to the Theatre. The site became hemmed in by lanes and narrow alleys so that there was
no obvious principal entrance to the theatre itself.
The Town Hall Theatre remained in cinema use with occasional bingo until 1982 when it finally closed. Inside,
the theatre was left dark and much neglected, and sadly was left unused. Gradually it has fallen into a state of
dereliction, in spite of a Grade II Listing. Attempts at restoration will be severely hindered by what appears to
be a heavy use of asbestos in the construction, and the removal of this asbestos will also involve the removal of
most of the original architectural features.

ROYAL CLARENCE/ NEW THEATRE/ COUNTY
1890
1894
1901
1911
1911
1918
1938
1980
2008?

Opened as the Royal Clarence Theatre
Redecorated and opened under new management
Enlarged and new ownership
Closed
Completely rebuilt as the New Theatre
Remodelled as a cinema
Major reconstruction as the County Cinema
Cinema use ceased; became a bingo hall
Finally closed and left empty

The Royal Clarence Theatre adjoined the Clarence Hotel in Pontypridd High Street and was built in the NeoClassical style. It was the first permanent theatre built in the South Wales coalfield and could seat an audience
of 1700. The Royal Clarence was built by John Trenchard and cared for later by his son, Charles. The theatre
was lit throughout by electricity but with emergency gaslight. Smoking was banned. In October 1890 the
following notice was published in The Stage:
Royal Clarence Theatre & Opera House
Lessee: Mr Will Smithson; Manager: Mr. J.J. Glover
This new and magnificent Theatre has been erected at a cost of £8,000 to supply a long-felt want in the
district. It is entirely fireproof, being built of stone, concrete and iron. It is capable of seating 1,300
persons; 4 entrances and 8 exits. It is centrally situated and close to the Railway Station. Pontypridd is
at the foot of the Rhondda and other coal and iron producing valleys. The population of Pontypridd and
surrounding district is over 100,000. Trade is always good and excellent business can be done. Patent
Asbestos Curtain and all modern improvements. Permanent staff and orchestra, and everything done by
the management to ensure success. Prices: 6d to £1. 1s. Distance from Cardiff, 12 miles; Newport 16
miles. Musical Director: Mr Arthur Dellivene; Scenic Artist Mr Hal Stoddart
Stage Manager: Mr Sam Liddle.
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By July the following year the Royal Clarence had seen off the competition and was able to declare itself “The
only place of entertainment in the town. Holds £50”.
The original lessee, Will Smithson, was also the lessee and manager of the New Theatre Royal & Opera House
in Merthyr as well as producing and controlling several touring pantomimes. He seems to have had something
of an unlucky time at Pontypridd. During the course of 1893 he had an accident when he fell from a pony-andtrap; he was involved in a drawn out court case when he sued a company for breach of contract (and finally
won); and he was held responsible for a serious accident on stage at the Royal Clarence. In October 1893
“. . . during the performance of “Humanity” on Saturday evening, a serious accident occurred to one of
the principal performers, Mr John Lawson. In the last scene it will be remembered a fight occurs
between the two villains, ending with the fall off the staircase. As the two actors who take part in this
piece of realism were rolling over the staircase, the bottom support of the banisters suddenly gave way,
and, missing the sofa which was there to ease the fall, Mr Lawson fell with his back right across the
banister, the other gentlemen alighting on his head. It was impossible to go further with the
performance. . .”
The following week, after a run of “La Fille de Madame Angot” from the Calder O’Beirne Opera Company,
the Royal Clarence announced it would be closing for some redecoration and renovation (it was only just three
years old.)
In December an advertisement stated:
“The above theatre will shortly reopened after being entirely renovated and decorated at a cost of
£1,000. Full professional band (10) a, resident artist, full staff. Six splendid dressing rooms fitted-up
with the latest improvements. Magnificent Green Room. The only theatre in Pontypridd. The above
when finished will be one of the most handsome and complete theatres in Wales”
And on February 5th 1894 the theatre re-opened with the Horace Lingard Company in “Falka”. The theatre
now had a new manager, Mr Stafford Grafton. Plays performed in 1894 included “The Ticket of Leave Man”,
Mr & Mrs Calvert in “Proof” and the Cowper-Calvert Company in “Ingomar”, “The Country Girl”, “The Lady
of Lyons”, “The School for Scandal” and “Life and Honour”.
In early January1895 the actress playing the leading role in “The Slave Girl” was suddenly summoned to town
because of a family bereavement, and to add to the problems, her understudy was seriously ill with a heavy
cold.
“The management called on Miss Alice Sinclair to
take on the role, giving her from 12 noon until c u r t a i n
up to learn the entire role. Mr Lockhardt, the manager,
informs us that he arranged a system of speaking tubes
all over the stage, so that no matter where the lady was
resting her head upon her hand
or reclining against a
pillar, or what not, there was a clear low voice close to
her ear ready, if
necessary, to give her every line
whilst not a sound could be heard by the audience. This
does not, however, detract from the merit of Miss
Sinclair’s achievement”
But the big attraction came a week later, when the play
on offer was “Miss Rora – a tale of the American West”
and the leading lady was none other than the real Annie
Oakley in the title role “Her shooting exhibition brought
down the house and fully deserved the applause given.
The realistic fox-hunt in the last act included an onstage
appearance of Miss Oakley’s Arabian horse, Gipsy, and
was met with enormous acclaim”.
The Royal Clarence audience enjoyed big spectacular
shows. In “The Trail of the Serpent” in 1897 “The
sensation scene in the fourth act, when the heroine is
suspended fifteen feet in the air, and all but dropped into a
huge fiery furnace beneath her, thrilled the audience.”
Annie Oakley in “Miss Rora”
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The audience was offered a wide choice of entertainment. The 1897 season included a week when Dr Joseph’s
Parry’s operas “Arianwen” (Monday and Wednesday) and “Sylvia” (Tuesday) were followed on Thursday to
Saturday with the Moore & Burgess Minstrels. The same summer offered The Steens, presenting their
“Steenomatographe” representation of realistic animated pictures, and a variety bill with Charles Coborn
singing “Two Lovely Black Eyes” in eleven different languages, Welsh among them, of course, plus a
cinematograph presentation of the Queen’s Jubilee Day pageant.
In February 1900 the Theatre was up for sale:
“Sale of valuable freehold premises including the Royal Clarence Theatre, High Street, Pontypridd:
Messrs Stephenson and Alexander are instructed to sell by auction at the New Inn Hotel, Pontypridd, on
Wednesday March 14th 1900 at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, the valuable freehold property known as the
Royal Clarence Theatre, Pontypridd together with the shops and other premises adjoining.”
The new owners were announced as Lessee Milton Bode, and Resident Manager Walter Bellian. Milton Bode
was a well-known and successful impresario and theatre proprietor of that time, but he seems to have been
involved with the Pontypridd theatre for just a few short years, and by 1904 The Moody Manners Opera
Company were able to record their thanks “for a successful week at Mr Charles Trenchard’s excellent theatre,
Pontypridd” . Mr Trenchard was to remain at the Royal Clarence for many years to come.
In 1909, as a teenage youth still making his way in the acting profession, a very young Stanley Jefferson was
touring with the Percy Williams Company, performing a play called "Alone in the World". Young Stanley
played the role of P.C. Stoney-Broke. He would later move to America and, under the new name Stan Laurel,
become one half of the best known cinema double-acts, Laurel and Hardy.
In 1911, the Royal Clarence underwent major re-construction, and was renamed the New Theatre. The
newspaper report stated:
“The Clarence Pontypridd has been rebuilt, and the New, which is now its title, is one of the prettiest
and most up-to-date places in the Principality. The building stands on the old Clarence site but in
addition several premises and a public house have been pulled down in order to allow for the necessary
extension. The auditorium has been largely increased in size, and in addition to extra circle, pit and
gallery accommodation twelve rows of orchestra stalls are provided. Heating apparatus gives ample
warmth and the lighting is by electricity. The house is carpeted throughout. The seats are crimson
velvet automatic tip-up chairs. Two thousand persons can now be seated. The stage can be seen from
all parts. The stage dimensions are 60ft by 40ft and the height from grid to stage 50ft. Ten good
dressing rooms are provided, including a very large one for choruses. The fireproof curtain is worked
by compressed air. The proprietors are Messrs Trenchard and Jones, the manager is Mr Chas.
Trenchard, and the acting manager is Mr Will Trenchard.”
The reopening play was “From Convent to Throne” from Mr J.A. Campbell’s Company. The favourite shows
during the Great War years were musicals and revues like “Well I Never!”, “Rainbowland”, “Keep the Home
Fires Burning” and Buzz Along. In the early Twenties the New Theatre established a reputation for highly
popular annual pantomimes : “Dick Whittington” with Bert
Morland as Dame (1920), “Red Riding Hood” (1921), and
“Aladdin” (1922). And the Pontypridd audiences retained their love
of big spectacle with shows like “Crack o’ the Whip” with 35
people in the cast plus horses and ponies.
By the end of the 1930s the theatre had been taken over by the
Jackson Withers chain, renamed the County Cinema, and undergone
a complete Art Deco refurbishment, replacing its original Neoclassical design. It had a streamlined interior with cove lighting and
a waterfall festoon screen curtain and a 30 feet wide proscenium.
It ran as a successful cinema until the early 1980s, when it was
converted into the Castle Bingo Club and continued to be used for
the next twenty years, when it was finally known as the Stardust
Bingo Club. It appears that the smoking ban in public buildings
sounded the death-knell for its bingo use, and the venue closed in
2008 and currently remains unused.
Stanley Jefferson
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NEW EMPIRE / EMPIRE PALACE
1893 Opened
1895 Changed management twice in the same year
1900 Closed? Re-opened under another name?
The New Empire Theatre opened on December 1st 1893, when the proprietor was recorded as William
Smithson, and the Resident Manager Bert Farlow. The opening show was “Genevieve de Brabant” from Mrs
Warwick Gray’s Opera Company. It was immediately in competition with the existing Royal Clarence
Theatre, and both theatres indulged in a series of advertisements – the Clarence describing itself as “The
Premier Theatre of the Collieries, and one of the most sumptuous in the county”, whilst the Empire proclaimed
itself “The only popular priced theatre in the Rhondda.”
It appears the Clarence was winning the audiences since in 1895 the Empire changed management twice in the
period of a few months: in August it was taken over by a Mr Elphinstone, and then in October it was
advertised: “To Let. . . for good variety or dramatic combinations. Companies complete in themselves. Hall
with every comfort. Will seat 1,000. Stage 34ft by 28ft.
By 1898 the rivalry seems to have settled into the Clarence serving as a legitimate theatre, and the Empire
advertising itself as “The only recognised Music Hall in South Wales with the exception of Cardiff”.
Attractions on offer included “Professor Nolan and his company of Ten Variety Turns including ‘Man in a
Trance’”; and “The Regalotics with Mabel Comely, Harry Dashwood, Luiard Royal, Jenny Clive, George
Marcus and Cissie Walmer in coon songs and dances”. The Empire also played host to the Pontypridd
Amateur Society performing a one-week series of plays.
The Empire disappears from the listings from 1900 onwards, and possibly changed its name to one of the other
venues listed below.
Further information is needed.

WHITE PALACE
1910
1917
1918
1984

Opened
Closed for re-construction
Re-opened with added balcony
Closed

Opened in Sardis Road, Station Square on the edge of the town in September 1910, the White Palace was an
early cine-variety with seating on one level, a small stage area and two dressing rooms. The building closed in
February 1917 and did not reopen until April 1918, at which time it had added a balcony and increased the
seating capacity to 736.
Thereafter it seems to have operated exclusively as a cinema through the next 66 years, operating as a secondrun house, until it finally
closed in 1984. When the
cinema closed, the
manageress, Mrs Mona
Gray, was recognised as
t h e o ld e s t ci n e m a
manager in the country.
She was in her 91st year.
(To acknowledge this
achievement, she had
been invited to the Royal
Film Performance of 'Evil
Under the Sun' on March
22, 1982, where she met
members of the cast
including James Mason,
and was presented to the
Queen and the Duke of
Edinburgh. )
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PALLADIUM
1915 Opened
1950s CinemaScope installed
1961 Closed and demolished.
The Palladium opened in Taff Street
on 23rd December 1915. The opening
attraction included the film “The
Second in Command”. It was used as a
cine-variety, and had a 24 ft wide
proscenium and a medium size stage
area. It was a very large auditorium,
with seating for some 1,200 people.
Shortly after opening the Palladium
installed an organ, given its first
performance by local musician Tom
Jenkins. The cinema also included a
cafe for the convenience of its patrons.
The Palladium continued as a very
popular cinema, frequently used for
variety shows, and became part of the
Jackson-Withers Circuit.
It was
upgraded with CinemaScope in the
mid-1950’s, but, along with so many
others, was defeated by the arrival of
television. It closed early in 1961 and
was demolished. The site was later
used for a Somerfield supermarket.

Pontypridd Palladium, painted by Edward Walkey
In the collection of the Pontypridd Museum

GREAT WESTERN / NEW CINEMA / REGENT
1927
1930
1950
1962?
2010

Opened as the Great Western Workmen’s Hall
Equipped with sound and renamed New Cinema
Renamed Regent Cinema
Became a Bingo Hall then other uses
Demolished

Located in Hopkinstown, near Pontypridd, this opened in 1927 as the Great Western Colliery Workmen’s Hall.
It had a stage 28 ft by 17 ft, and was equipped with two dressing rooms. It served as a cine-variety and,
according to local legend, became the
first cinema in the South Wales
Valleys to install sound. It was then
known as the New Cinema.
The original seating capacity was
around 900, but this was later reduced
by 100 or so when the hall was reseated. Around 1950 the venue was
re-named the Regent Cinema, and the
ancillary space was re-vamped to
include a Dance Hall. Cinema use
ceased in the early-1960’s and the
building was converted into a bingo
club. It later went on to other uses
before falling into disrepair and being
abandoned. The remaining shell of
the building burnt down in September
2010 and the site was cleared.
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GAIETY THEATRE
1933
1938
1970
2014

Opened as a Welfare Hall
In regular cinema use, known as the Gaiety Theatre
Ceased to be used for films
Still in use as a community hall.

The building opened as the Cwm & Llantwit Welfare Hall & Institute in Parish Road, Beddau, and by 1938
was operating as the 420-seat Gaiety
Theatre, equipped with a stage opening 22
ft wide by 11 ft deep, and two dressing
rooms. The premises also included a small
hall used for social meetings and dances.
When CinemaScope was installed in the
mid 1950s the proscenium was noted as
being 30 ft wide with a 26 ft screen area.
At the same time the building claims to
have added an extra dressing room. This
suggests that live entertainment continued
to be presented and the stage area must
have undergone some enlargement.
The cinema had ceased showing films
around 1970, but the building is still in use
as a community hall.

MUNICIPAL HALL / MUNI ARTS CENTRE
1905
1961
1992
2013

Built as a Wesleyan Chapel
Converted into a dance hall and renamed Municipal Hall
Renamed the Muni Arts Centre
Threatened with closure?

In 1961 the original church building was taken over by the local Council and converted into the Municipal
Hall, chiefly used as a dance hall. The Hall underwent
further conversion at the end of the 1980s, and was used in
March and November 1989 for productions of “La
Traviata” and “Rigoletto” by the Welsh National Opera’s
touring company. This prompted the Hall to be re-designed
as a flexible auditorium with retractable seating that can be
raked, flat, in-the-round or cabaret style, and which can
accommodate around 346 people in conventional theatre
style, and some 200 people seated in dinner-cabaret style.
Following its conversion the Taff Ely Borough Council
decided to rename it the Muni Arts Centre (it seems the
“Municipal” had always been referred to locally as the
“Muni”). Its varied programme includes theatre, cinema,
live music, stand-up comedy, children’s events,
contemporary dance, exhibitions, and community activities.
The venue has hosted performances from artists like Ken
Dodd and Jools Holland; pantomimes from Stan Stennett,
and even a Welsh language pantomime; and a wide range
of classical and contemporary music events, both
professional and amateur.
The need for serious local authority financial cuts in 2013
threatened the Muni with partial closure. At the time of
writing it is under threat of closure.
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Hippodrome
1902 Opened
?
Closed & later demolished
No further details known at present.

King’s Hall / Cinema Palace
1911 Opened
In December 1910 an advertisement in The Stage sought a “bioscope operator with own up-to-date equipment
– permanent position to open Jan 2nd at King’s Hall, Pontypridd”. There is a further mention later in 1911 for
the “King’s Hall Cinema Palace”.
Further details are needed.

Park Cinema
This is recorded as a 450 seat
cinema, but further details are
needed.
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PORTH
Portable and Fit-Up Theatres
From the 1880s onwards Porth was a very profitable site for
touring portable theatres, and hosted such companies most
years. There was no proper playhouse in the town until the
Town Hall Theatre opened in 1892, and if there was any
permanent competition, it would have come from the
existing music hall/variety Theatre (see below questioning
whether the variety theatre was a permanent or portable
building.) Known portable companies included:
Ebley’s Portable
Ebley’s Portable is known to have played seasons in Porth
commencing in March 1886 and again in October 1888.
Noakes Star Theatre
J.E. Noakes played a summer season in 1887 with his Star
Theatre.
Orton’s American Pavilion
This played from October 1889 through to February 1890.
Johnson’s Prince of Wales
Johnson’s 1895 Spring season at Porth included performances of “The Maid of Cefn Ydfa”, “Jane Shore”, “The
Colleen Bawn”, “Galley Slave” and “Rags and Riches”.
Haggar’s Castle Theatre
William Haggar’s 1896 season opened in April and included “A Double Marriage” and “The Miser” amongst
several dozen plays of offer.
Noakes’ Portable Theatre
In October 1897 Sam Noakes came to the end of his Porth season and offered his portable theatre for sale. It
consisted of the “Main unit 66ft by 32ft, Three Wagons, Wardrobe, Scripts and books; also two living carriages,
all to go by road or rail.”
Bell Brothers’ Prince of Wales
The Bell Brothers’ Prince of Wales Theatre played a three month season at Porth from February 1901. This
seems to have been a mixture of variety shows some weeks and straight plays on other weeks. One of their
variety weeks featured The Flying Dillons, which took an astonishing £42 on the Monday night alone; among
the plays on offer were “In The King’s Name” and “A Royal Divorce”.
Wadbrook’s Electrograph
This “fairground” attraction of early film and bioscope played the month of June 1906 on a site in Porth.

1st PALACE OF VARIETIES / STAR VARIETIES? / HIPPODROME?
1883
1885
1885
1905

Known to exist as a “Palace of Varieties
Reference to “American Palace of Varieties & Gymnast Circus”
Reference to “Star Theatre of Varieties”
Reference to the “Porth Hippodrome”

In September 1883 Sidney Williams advertised for a “scene painter to act, also cornet player” for his Palace of
Varieties in Porth, and future adverts referred to performances at this venue in 1884 and 1885. In March 1885 a
man called Alf Hillier placed an advert: “Wanted to open Sat March 7th, gymnasts, tumblers, etc, also Lady &
Gent Paraders to play in sketches and ballets, cornet and trombone. Terms must be low” stating these were
required for the American Palace of Varieties & Gymnast Circus at Porth. In June 1885 Mrs Lanchester
advertises that she is the sole proprietress of the Star Theatre of Varieties in Porth, but this seems to be a single
reference, and the name does not appear again. In the first week of January 1905 the Atlas and Miss Vulcana
Company are appearing at the “Hippodrome” in Porth, and it appears this venue is now run by Charles Poole,
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since later in the year he gives this address in respect of some redundant theatre equipment he wants to sell.
It seems possible that these various names were given to just one building – and perhaps that building then
became the same Palace of Varieties that opened in 1906 under the management of Charles Poole. (See below)
However, one – or more – of them may have been portable theatres temporarily playing Porth.
Further information is needed.

TOWN HALL/ POOLE’S THEATRE/ THEATRE
ROYAL & OPERA HOUSE
1892
1898
1901
1902

Open for theatre use
Some minor reconstruction and enlargement
Major reconstruction under new ownership
Renamed Poole’s Theatre Royal & Opera House

In 1892 an advert in The Stage was seeking “first class dramatic and
burlesque companies “for the “New Town Hall, Porth, South Wales,
Hall seats 2,500” . For the next six years, under its manager Mr A.
Perring Price, the Town Hall Theatre was a flourishing concern. It was
able to promote itself as the largest hall in South Wales, and provide a
complete set of scenery. Even more importantly, “Trams pass the hall
every 10 minutes.”
It offered touring productions and pantomimes, and in the middle of
1895 was able to claim that its season of Shakespeare, starring
Hermann Vezin in a different play each night, had done vastly better
business than Johnson’s rival portable which had set itself up in
opposition.
In 1898 the Town Hall Theatre was under new management, and the
Herman Vezin
new lessee, Mr J.H. Thomas, claimed “The theatre has been
reconstructed and handsomely decorated, and will seat 3,000.” It
seems that not much reconstruction had actually been carried out, because three years later, in April 1901, the
theatre was sold to Charles W. Poole of Poole’s Myrioramas and was “closed for very extensive alterations –
due to reopen August 5th”. The stage was reconstructed and was now 50ft wide, with a 27ft proscenium
opening, 30ft depth, and 19ft flying height.. These alterations took some time, and the theatre reopened at the
start of 1902 with a new name, Poole’s Theatre Royal & Opera House?
The first few years saw productions like T.Morton Powell’s tour of “Honour Thy Father”, “Daredevil
Dorothy”, a visit from the D’Oyly Carte Opera, and a series of pantomimes, including the highly successful
“Robin Hood” in 1906. Around this time the Poole family offered the Opera House for sale “to end
partnership”, and thereafter the history becomes somewhat confused. By the end of 1906 Charles Poole is the
owner of the Porth Palace of Varieties, and later of a separate venue, Poole’s Pictorium. It seems that the
Opera House has disappeared from the listings, and it is not yet known whether it ceased to be used for
entertainment. (There is a suggestion that Charles Poole bought out his partners, and continued to run the
Opera House under a new name, the Palace of Varieties, but this seems unlikely, since the Palace programme
and its later conversion to a cinema indicates it was a different size building.)
More information is needed.

PALACE OF VARIETIES/ POOLE’S PICTURE PALACE
1906 Opened as Poole’s Palace of Varieties
1910 Under new management
Poole’s Palace of Varieties opened in November 1906, with the General Manager listed as Charles W. Poole,
and the Acting Manager listed as Walter Bynorth. It is possible this was not a new building, and that it had
been converted from an existing variety theatre. (See the entry above under “portable theatres”)
It was a music-hall and variety theatre, and its opening bill was typical of the weekly change of attractions on
offer: “The boards this week are occupied by the Athlones, Karr & Kooney, Vere & Rotal, T.W. Barrett, Carl
Rosine, Atroy, Pueblo & Cropp and Violi.” The following week the Palace was offering “The Beautiful
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Vulcana and the Sisters Atlas – The Society Athletes. The only act
impossible to copy. Vulcana, the Alpha and Omega of Posing, and
whom ladies bring their children to see.” In June 1907 the Palace gave
its first display of Bioscope shows between the variety acts
In July 1910 the Palace was leased to Will Smithson of the Empire
Barnsley, although Walter Bynortth stayed on as the local manager and
the ownership seems to have remained with the Poole family. Under its
new management the Palace considerably reduced the number of
variety weeks, and returned to visiting touring plays, presenting dramas
like “From Convent to Throne”, “The Coastguard’s Daughter”, and a
season from the F.R. Benson Shakespeare Company.
In October 1912 a series of advertisements stated that with effect from
December 28th the Palace would be closed for extensive alterations and
all contracts falling due after that date would be subject to renegotiation. However, according to the listings, the Palace did not
close, and the opening months of 1913 included tours of “The
Christian”, “The King of the Gipsies” and “At the Mercy of the
Mormons”. In March the Palace disappears from the regular listings.
Frank Benson as “Richard II”

(In August 1913 a series of adverts announce that the Tonyrefail
Picture Palace is reopening under new management and cine-variety
shows are listed regularly until April 1915, after which there is no further mention of a Picture Palace either at
Porth or Tonyrefail. Are these two connected? Further information is required.)

GRAND CINEMA
1912? Open
1930 Converted for sound
?
Closed?
In July 1912 the Porth Cinema Company and its manager, Mr W.O. Keefe, announced the opening of the
Grand Cinema. Eighteen months later there was a new manager, George Roberts, and the beginning of a fierce
competition for audiences between the Grand and its rival, Poole’s Pictorium.
Although there are no early references to live entertainment at the Grand, by the start of the 1930s variety
performers are being introduced between the film shows. These included Rossi the Accordionist.

EMPIRE
1916 Opened as the New Empire
1919 Under new ownership
1972 Closed
The Empire was a cine-variety theatre opened before June 1916, when one of the variety acts performing
between films that month was Handko, the escapologist. It was a 700 seat venue in Pontypridd Road, and fuller
details were provided when the premises were offered for sale in September 1919. The advertisement stated:
“For sale by auction: the commodious and desirable cinema theatre known as the Empire Porth with
the adjoining dwelling house and 3 lock-up shops and offices known as Nos 2,4,5 & 6 Pontypridd Road,
Porth. The whole of the seating fixtures and fittings including arc lamps and a new motor generator
recently installed will be included in the sale. The hall is lighted by electricity and contains a hot water
heating apparatus. It occupies an almost unique position in the centre of Porth, is close to the railway
station and at the junction of the roads leading to Pontypridd, the Rhondda Fach and the Rhondda
Valley. The rental of the Empire is at the rate of £634 per annum exclusive of rates and the tenancy
expires on October 22nd 1919.”
It appears that the new owner was a Mr Tom Rogers who took the building on a two-year lease and would later
advertise: “Empire Porth – Owing to Expiration of Lease, I do not hold myself responsible for any contract
made for the above after Saturday January 1st 1921.” Later managers included a Mr. G. Edmunds and the
ubiquitous J. Walter Bynorth (which suggests that, possibly, this cinema at some point came under the
ownership of the Poole Family.)
The Empire was converted for sound and survived until final closure in 1972. The building remains, and has a
Grade II Listing.
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Some cinemas in Porth
Poole’s Pictorium
1913 Opened as Poole’s Perfect Pictures
?
Closed?
In 1913 Poole’s Pictorium was running alongside Poole’s Palace, with the cinema manager listed as Dan
Thomas. Details of the films on offer were regularly advertised until November 1916 after which there seems
to be no further listings.
Further information is needed.

Central Cinema
1916
1966
1968
2009

Opened
Closed as a cinema
Reopened for bingo
Closed

The Central Cinema opened in Hannah Street in 1916 and was one of the Solomon Andrews & Son’s Ltd.
early business ventures into the cinema trade. It had a seating capacity of around 900 and was equipped with a
25ft wide proscenium. By 1924 it was owned by the Cardiff-based Castle and Central Cinemas, Ltd.
The Central closed as a cinema in 1966 and was run as a bingo hall from 1968. The last occupiers were Top
Ten Bingo and this closed down in 2009.
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PORTHCAWL
Portable and Fit-Up Theatre
Johnson’s Portable
1886 August
Pierrot Shows
From the beginning of the 20th
Century through to the end of the
Great War, alfresco Pierrot shows
were a regular feature of all seaside
and holiday venues. There were
especially successful Pierrot seasons in Porthcawl in 1902 and with the Crown Pierrots through the summer of
1905.
Wadbrook & Scard’s Royal Picture and Variety Palace
In June 1910 Wadbrook and Scard’s Royal Picture and Variety Palace played a season in the Porthcawl Arena,
with Williams & Parker, the Brothers Costello, Mlle Melita “champion clog and step dancer”, and Cyrus &
Maude, “refined entertainers.”

ASSEMBLY ROOMS
1884 Open by this date
In 1884 the Porthcawl Assembly Rooms were in frequent use for choral and orchestra events, and in the middle
of the year presented a Ballet evening which was sponsored by local worthies for charitable fund-raising.

FIRST PAVILION
1909? Opened
1921 Renovated and enlarged? Or Replaced?
The first Pavilion was in full swing by the summer of 1910, presenting an extended season from the concert
party known as the Bandits. The entertainment also included some early film shows. Within two years the
Pavilion was established as the entertainment centre of the area, and was able to advertise its “record-breaking
season” in 1912. The following year, under the management of Ernest Humphreys, the Pavilion offered such
attractions as The Mad Hatters, The Spic and Span Society Entertainers, and, curiously, a very successful
summer pantomime, “The Babes in the Wood”.
The management of the Pavilion changed hands shortly before the outbreak of the Great War, and was
controlled by the impresario Charles Stafford, with Gerald S. Darrell as his local manager. They introduced a
programme that consisted of a collection of one-act plays and sketches in between variety turns. The last
summer before the War offered John Lawson and his company performing the plays “The Knighthood of
Pasuer”, “Women Must Weep”, and
“The Monkey’s Paw” in between
variety turns like the Blue Jays, Dan
Leno Jr. and Harry Tate’s Company in
their famous sketch, “Motoring”.
In 1921 Hedges Brothers & Jackson
announced the opening of the New
Pavilion, Coney Beach, with special
guests artists, the New Cadets. It is not
clear whether this was an entirely new
construction, or whether it was the
original Pavilion following renovation
and some enlargement.
Further information is needed.
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COSY CORNER/ ARCADIA/ COSY THEATRE/ COZY CINEMA
1910 Opened as the Cosy Corner
1913 Renamed the Arcadia
1922 Rebuilt (?) as the Cosy Theatre
Porthcawl’s “Cosy Corner” is a park area, which over the years has housed a theatre, cinema, roller skating rink
and ballroom. The opening of the “Cosy Corner Concerts” in June 1910 featured The Blackbirds, Dick
Hopkins, and a full cast of entertainers under the direction of Ted Hopkins. It seems this may have been some
kind of temporary structure for summer use only. In the summer of 1913 the Cosy Corner entertainment was
provided in the “Arcadia”, which, again, may have been a summer-only venue. Regular seasons were played,
although the summer trade was seriously affected by the four years of the Great War.
In July 1922 George Beynon, who was establishing himself as Porthcawl’s “Mr Theatre”, announced the
completion of the Cosy Theatre, built “at enormous cost and having a seating capacity of 800.” This was a fulltime theatre, playing revues like “Hoist Your Slacks” in the summer, and touring musical productions like “Oh,
Oh, Daphne!” in the winter months. In the early 1930s The Great Azelia, “clever, super, second-sight star,”
was performing at the “Cozy Cinema”, and a little later Cecil Gray’s Royal Court Players were performing a
summer revue as the “Cosy Theatre”. It is possible these were the same venue – with an interchangeable name
depending on the shows on offer.
Further information is needed.

DOONER’S EMPIRE & BIOSCOPE / COLISEUM
1910
1912
1930s
????

Opened as Dooner’s Empire, a variety theatre
Renamed the Coliseum
Became a full time cinema
Closed?

Dooner’s Empire and Bioscope in John Street opened in August 1910 with the Vanderbilts heading a variety
bill which was performed in between film shows. It seems that the policy soon changed to straightforward
twice-nightly variety, and under its resident manager, A. Lingham Power, it offered such attractions as
Mazeppa & Zilla, “the premiere second-sight artists”; Anderson & Nash, “comedy acrobats and dancers”; and
St Malo & Coombs, “vocal and musical comedy”.
By the end of the 1920s it presented touring shows and plays, including “The Wandering Jew”, and advertised
its “modern stage”, complete with all requirements for touring companies. Shortly after the arrival of talking
pictures, the Coliseum came under the control of George Beynon and was used full time as a cinema. At this
time it had 600 seats.
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HIPPODROME / WINTER GARDENS THEATRE?
1910 Opened
?
?
In July 1910 The Stage newspaper reported on the new Hippodrome, Porthcawl: “This place has made an
auspicious opening. The pictures are up to date and well projected. The Delroys are clever coloured artists
whose voices blend harmoniously. Stanley Bridcut is excellent in character impersonations. Renot, newsboy
mimic, does a neat turn that takes well.”
In December 1910 The Stage newspaper advertised: “ Wanted for the above splendid new theatre, good fit up
companies or first class attractions. Rent, share or certainty. Apply F.C. Allen, Manager”. Since Dooner’s
Empire also opened in 1910, three new theatres at the same time seems commercially unlikely in a small town.
It has been suggested that the Hippodrome was the same venue as the Winter Gardens Theatre.
Further details are needed.

CASINO
1927 Opened
?
?
The New Casino announced its Grand Opening on November 21st 1927 with a production of “The Mikado”,
and proudly declared it had every modern facility, including a 40ft wide proscenium as well as a café and a
magnificent ballroom. It was another of the Dooner Organisation’s venues, and in its first few years featured
variety turns such as Chester & Lee’s Marionettes and the Regina Floria Trio, “beautiful and clever gymnastic
acts on rings, rope and trapeze.” Like the Coliseum, it was taken over by George Beynon in the 1930s and
promoted chiefly as a cinema, at which time it had 950 seats.

GRAND PAVILION
1932
?
1995
1998

Opened as the Pavilion Palm Court
Renamed the Grand Pavilion
Major renovation programme
Grade II Listing

Built in 1932, the Grand Pavilion, with its octagonal dome and striking frontage has dominated the Porthcawl
seafront for over 70 years. Originally intended as a Palm Court, the Pavilion has always operated as a
multifunctional venue including Theatre and Cinema. Capable of holding 643 in the Main Hall and 80 in the
Stage Door (originally called the Jubilee Room), the Pavilion's flexible space allows for all types of functions.
Construction began in the summer of 1931. The use of ferrocrete throughout meant that the construction was
relatively quick and was complete by August 1932. At the time, the use of ferrocrete was a relatively new
technology and remarkably 80 years on, it has stood the test of time.
The main hall features a
fully equipped stage,
which is host to many
professional and amateur
performances throughout
the year. The stage is
raked and still has a
footlight trough at the
front.
There is no
orchestra pit and limited
flying capacity. The main
hall has a theatre seating
capacity
of
643
removable seats on a flat
floor, and also has one of
the finest sprung dance
floors anywhere in South
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Wales.
The basement , originally named the "lesser hall" (and
subsequently the "Jubilee Room" and currently the “Stage
Door”) houses a smaller space regularly used for comedy
nights, folk and jazz nights, dance classes, theatre workshops,
conferences and meetings.
From the very beginning the Grand Pavilion hosted live shows,
with the summer of 1933 presenting a highly popular revue
“Hullo Happiness”. It was regularly used for the annual
Miners’ Eisteddfod and in 1953 the miners announced that their
guest of honour would be the American actor-singer, Paul
Robeson. However, he had been accused of Un-American
activities by the notorious McCarthy tribunal, and was refused
an exit visa from the USA. The invitation was repeated in
1957, but the ban was still in place, so this time a secretly
arranged telephone link-up ensured that he was still able to
appear “live in Porthcawl” on the night. (Fifty years later, in
2007, this significant event was commemorated with a concert
featuring Sir Willard White.)
Paul Robeson

From 1970 onwards the Grand Pavilion was chiefly associated
with Stan Stennett who regularly presented annual summer
shows and pantomimes featuring performers such as Johnny Tudor, Bert Cecil, The Falcons, Johnny Stewart,
Marie-Claire and Bryn Williams. There were occasional breaks when Stan would appear at other venues, and,
occasionally he would fail to agree financial terms with the local council, so that they would stage their own
shows, featuring performers like Wyn Calvin and Ivor Emmanuel. (One summer season starring Wyn Calvin
was reviewed with the comment: “Possibly the only summer revue in Britain where the audience is invited to
join in the chorus of ‘The Holy City’ ”.)
For the first half the 1980s the Council chose to ignore Stan Stennett, and other managements were invited to
stage summer shows and pantomimes. During this period pantomime artists such as Nigel Ellacott, Peter
Robbins, Ria Jones, Owen Money, Kenny Smiles performed at Porthcawl, and by 1984 the Council was
running a “one night show” policy rather than an extended summer season, and presented such guests as Cilla
Black, Janet Brown and the Dallas Boys.
The 1984-85 pantomime season turned out to be ruinous at the box office. The second evening performance of
“Jack and the Beanstalk” was cancelled because only 40 people had booked. Blame was placed on the tenmonth long miners’ strike – which had seen the collapse of all bookings for South Wales entertainments. The
council decided to bring back Stan Stennett, and for the next five or six years the Porthcawl pantomime would
be produced by and featuring Stan Stennett.
In 1994 a series of grants, totalling £95,000, meant plans for a major renovation and updating of the Grand
Pavilion could take place, and in 1998, following major renovation, the building was given a Grade II Listing.
In the years since then it has featured such performers as Rob Brydon, Eddie Izzard, Elkie Brooks, Hayley
Westenra, Katherine Jenkins, Suzi Quatro, Joe Pasquale and Gerry & the Pacemakers.
With its excellent ballroom, professionally equipped stage, lighting and sound and modern catering facilities,
the Grand Pavilion continues to offer a variety of top class entertainment for tourists and residents of South
Wales.
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PORT TALBOT
Portable and fit-up theatres
American Palace of Varieties
1885 Oct - Alf Hillier
Johnson’s Theatre of Varieties
Performed in 1886 and again in January 1888 with his “Prince of Wales” portable theatre.
Ebley’s Olympic
Ebley’s Olympic Theatre was a regular visitor to Port Talbot and played almost every single year from 1884
through to 1902.
Tayleur’s American Circus
In March 1887 Tayleur’s American Circus visited the town for just two performances.
Noakes’s Portable
John Noakes ran a stock season for several months in 1889
Allen’s Theatre of Varieties
In November 1895 John Allen’s Theatre of Varieties visited the town, performing a collection of extended
dramatic sketches with some variety turns interspersed. collection of sketches
Haggar’s Castle Theatre
Will Haggar’s Castle Theatre played a season starting in February 1898 .
Dooner’s Bioscope
In March 1905 Dooner’s Bioscope was advertising for variety turns for a season at Aberavon – and it is thought
this was probably in a temporary fit-up building.

WORKMEN’S HALL/ Taibach Picture Palace / Picturedrome
1872
1911
1913
1918
1960s
1984
1986
1988

Opened as the Workmen’s Hall
Used as a cinema
Granted a stage licence
Renamed the Picturedrome
Became a bingo hall
Closed and left unused
Reopened as a cinema
Finally closed– site later developed as a Nursing Home

The Workmen’s Hall, Alma Terrace, Taibach, opened in October 1872 and was a plain, unprepossessing building,
with an entrance via an open porch that was closed off with railings when the building was closed. Cinema
equipment was installed in 1911, and the Hall obtained a stage show licence in 1913 though it remained known as
the Taibach Picture Palace. It contained a 30 ft wide proscenium, and eventually could seat 475 people. It was
known locally as “The Cach" and was the
local cinema regularly attended by the
young Richard Burton.
In 1918 it was re-named Picturedrome and
remained in cinema use until the mid1960s after which it was used as a bingo
hall. Bingo use ceased in 1984 and the
building was left empty and unused for the
next two years. An attempt was made to
reopen it as a cinema starting on December
12th 1986, and it survived until June 1988
after which it closed permanently.
The site was then redeveloped as a nursing
home for the elderly.
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PUBLIC HALL, Aberavon
1884 In use by now
The Public Hall, Water Street,
Aberavon, was in regular theatrical use
by 1884, and in October of that month
presented a touring production of
“Leah”. In 1885 the hall was managed
by Sidney Williams, who advertised for
performers and described it as “the only
theatre
open in Port Talbot or
Aberavon” . In December 1886 Arthur
Hastings advertised for a small ballet
troupe and a stage carpenter for a
pantomime tour which would open at
the Public Hall Aberavon and then tour
for two months.
Pantomime was
clearly a popular attraction, for just two
months later the Public Hall hosted a
second pantomime, “Cinderella”, which played for three nights with Douglas Munro playing the role of
“Pimple”.
In March 1887 two performances of the operetta “Robin Hood” were given by the by the Aberavon Operatic and
Dramatic Society, and the newspaper reported both houses were filled to capacity. Touring professional plays
over the remaining years of the century included Morton & East’s Company alternating “The Mystery of a
Hansom Cab” and “Mr Barnes of New York”; Miss Inez Howard’s Company in “Man to Man”; “Miner’s
Luck”; and Maggie Morton’s Company in “The White Star”.
Pantomime remained an especial favourite in Aberavon. In 1889 Jennie Rouvert performed her “Little Bo Peep”
production under the direct patronage of the Mayor and Mayoress of Aberavon; during a single week in 1891
J.A. Hybert’s Company performed no less than three pantomimes – two nights each for “ The Babes in the
Wood”, “Blue Beard” and “Cinderella”. The new century began with Stella West playing the title role in
“Robinson Crusoe”. (Further information is needed)

ASSEMBLY ROOMS, Aberavon
1888
1891
1894
1900

In use for public meetings
Began staging concerts
Received a licence to present plays
Re-seated and upgraded

From 1891 onwards the Assembly Rooms in the High Street were advertised as available for rent or sharing
terms for concerts and music events, though it was pointed out the venue did not have a licence for dramatic
performances. The premises consisted of a large ground floor hall, 70ft by 24ft, with two ante-rooms, and a
grand piano available for hire.
In November 1894 the premises had
undergone alteration, and was now
owned by local businessman David
Jones, and managed by Harry J.
Hawkins. The Assembly Rooms reopened with a touring production of
“The Manxman”, and the newspaper
reported “The opening of these rooms
has for a long time been looked forward
to by the playgoers of Aberavon, and
was welcomed with a crowded house.”
At the turn of the century the Room
underwent further alteration, with
improved dressing room facilities and
the installation of “elevated” seating.
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The Royal Buildings—the Empire Music Hall at the rear was accessed through the central arcade.

EMPIRE / NEW THEATRE
1887
1912
1926
1938

Opened as the Empire Music Hall
Completely rebuilt and enlarged as the New Theatre
Became a full time cinema – the New Empire Cinema
Suffered fire damage

The Empire was a Victorian-era music hall reached through a central arcade in a magnificent Italianate
complex of shops and offices – an early statement of civic pride. Through the second half of 1913 the hoarding
around a new theatre being built alongside the complex carried posters announcing that Leon Vint’s
magnificent New Hippodrome was under construction. However, Leon Vint was facing bankruptcy before the
building work was finished. A newspaper reported:
“The New Theatre Port Talbot will be opened as a music hall on February 23rd 1914. The house it is
claimed will be one of the best in South Wales and the whole of the seating accommodation will consist
of tip-up chairs, all of which will be booked in advance. A large stage has been installed. The local
company who took over this and the Electric Palace from Vint’s Theatres Ltd some time ago, will be
free to adapt themselves to local tastes and requirements. The New is situated in the very centre of Port
Talbot. The auditorium consists of ground floor and circle accommodation. Surrounding both floors
there is a promenade, and immediately overlooking the stage are private boxes. The proprietors are the
Aberavon and Port Talbot Theatres Ltd. and the resident manager is Mr William Mitchell.”
The new building had a stage that was
32 ft wide, and was provided with six
dressing rooms. The seating capacity
was around 800. However, it did not
get off to lucky start, and the first
occupiers lasted less than a year before
they, too, were forced into receivership.
In the course of its ten month tenure it
had presented such performers as Harry
Class and Tom & Kitty Major (Tom
Major being the father of John Major,
who would later become Prime Minister
of the United Kingdom.)
In December 1914 the new temporary
manager was Edward Furneau, who
opened his tenancy with the touring
production “A Message from Mars”,
rapidly followed by “Daredevil
Dorothy” and “The Belle of New
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York”. The outbreak of war caused serious delays in sorting out the finances of the previous lessees, and the
Official Receiver granted Mr and Mrs D. Vivian Aldridge the right to manage the theatre from August 1917 to
October 1919 – the remaining period of the original lease.
The building was finally offered for sale at the end of 1919, but no one was keen to buy it, and it seems to have
muddled through on a series of short-term rentals until it was once more put on the market in January 1924.
In September that year the newspaper reported the new Licensee was Mr. M. Corne and that “A full house
welcomed the reopening of this theatre under new management. The Royal Mountain Ash Glyndwr Male
Choir occupy the stage. Future bookings will be confined chiefly to musical comedy, drama and variety.” The
autumn programme included “The Maid of the Mountains” with Helene Leal in the title role, and the Edward
Dunstan Shakespearean Company. The Shakespeare week consisted of “The Merchant of Venice”, “The
Merry Wives of Windsor”, “Antony and Cleopatra”, “Macbeth”, “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” and,
curiously, “Nell Gwyn”
It began showing films in 1926 when it was renamed the New Empire Cinema under its new manager,
Rowland Williams, but twelve years later it suffered a disastrous fire on the night of Wednesday 13th April
1938 which completely destroyed the building. The fire was contained to just the cinema and did not spread to
adjacent Royal Buildings.
A new building on the site was used as offices and a printing works, and incorporated part of the remaining
gable end wall of the cinema. This replacement was itself demolished in 2012 to make way for a new
development of shops and apartments.

PRINCE OF WALES, Aberavon
1890 Opened
?
Closed and demolished
The new, luxurious 1500 seat Prince of Wales Theatre opened in Church
Street Aberavon on February 3rd 1890. The theatre was built for William
John, of the Grand Theatre Cardiff, and was on a piece of land known as
the Red Lion Croft. In order to make room for the theatre, a block of
houses and the old Red Lion Croft public house were demolished. The
external dimensions of the theatre were 180 ft long and 42 ft wide and it
had a seating capacity of 1500. The stage was 40 ft with by 35 ft deep,
with 18ft grooves, and the building was “complete with workshops, scene
docks, eight dressing rooms and lavatories.”
Reviewing the opening production, The Stage reporter wrote: “Should the
Rhondda and Swansea Bay Railway be extended to the very fine stretch of
sand along the beach, a regular watering place might spring up of which
Aberavon with its theatre would furnish the chief centre of attraction”.
Top of the bill for the opening production was the music hall performer,
Arthur Lloyd, and he was also recorded as the “Sole Lessee and Manager”.
However, this seems to have been a mistake or a very short-lived tenancy,
since the following month the sole lessee and manager is recorded as Mr
J.A. Hybert.

PEOPLE’S PALACE
1899 Opened
An advert announced the People’s Palace, Aberavon would open on October 30th 1899, and that the Lessee, Mr
W. Martin, and the resident manager, Frank Best, were seeking variety turns for the future. A month later they
advertised that Oscar Mills, comedian, vocalist, and dancer was currently “knocking ‘em at the People’s
Palace, Aberavon.”
The next mention of this theatre seems to be in March 1903 (assuming it is the same venue?) when it seems to
have been taken over by David Jones (who will later open the Grand Theatre in Aberavon.) Mr Jones is
looking for product for the Palace, Aberavon, describing it as “Seating 700. Size of stage 24ft x 17ft x 14ft to
top rail. Illuminated by acetylene gas. Limelights etc.”
Further information is needed
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THEATRE ROYAL, Aberavon
1903 Open by now
In September 1903 Warwick Major placed an advert in The Stage seeking “companies for the Theatre Royal
Port Talbot & Aberavon – situated in the centre of town- good resident staff, band and stock of scenery.
Booked in conjunction with TR Treharris and TR Hereford.”. The programme for the following months
includes the touring plays “The Greatest Scoundrel Living”, “Gipsy Jack”, “Rajah of Ranjapore”, “The Slave
Girl”, and two pantomimes, “Sinbad the Sailor” and “Dick Whittington”. Judging from the size of these
touring shows, the Theatre Royal was clearly a large venue, and could possibly be one of the existing venues
under a temporary name.
Further information is needed.

GRAND THEATRE
1905
1908
1917
1924
1955
1963
1972

Opened as the New Grand Hall
Some modification and renamed Grand Theatre
Major refurbishment
Became the Grand Cinema
Closed as a cinema
Became a bingo club
Closed and demolished

The New Grand Hall in the High Street opened in 1905, owned by David Jones, with Jack Corlass as the
manager. It was built at the rear of existing premises, so that its main entrance was an unimposing archway
through a former shop front. It boasted its own electric plant, hot water system heating, and a capacity of 2,000.
The opening event was the Henry Bedford Company’s production of “Mafeking”.
Within three years David Jones carried out significant modifications and improvements and by 1908 was
promoting his business as the New Grand Theatre. The earliest touring plays on offer included “His Sister’s
Honour”, “The Face at the Window”, and the pantomime “Dick Whittington” with Harry Benet as Idle Jack
and Cliff Owen as the Dame.
By 1911 film shows began to form a regular part of the shows, and sometimes a week would consist of three
days of a touring play, and then three days of cine-variety. Among the variety performers at this time were
Athelda the Great – “The Human Crane – Beauty of a woman, strength of Hercules”; I.C. Eric, ventriloquist;
Jack & Willie, “a clever equilibrist act”; and Cheer’s Educated Cats.
From August 1913 the Grand tried running twice-nightly at 7pm and 9pm, but by December had reverted to
once nightly touring shows like “Miss
Plaster of Paris” and “His Indian Wife”.
The pantomime “Cinderella” in January
1914 was an enormous success, and May
Knight as Prince Charming brought the
house down with the songs “You Made me
Love You” and “Hold your Hand out,
Naughty Boy”.
The first Christmas of the War saw the
touring production of Robert
Courtneidge’s company in “The Pearl
Girl”, featuring his young daughter, Cicely
Courtneidge. There was a change of
management in the middle of 1915, with
the new lessees being Messrs J.F. and L.S.
Bell – and a great attraction of that year
was a visit from the Sisters Billington
“with a clever display of swimming
underwater” (on the stage!)
The war years were affecting the business,
and in March 1917 the following advert
appeared:
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“To Let – the modern, commodious and well-established Grand Theatre, Aberavon – Large seating
accommodation and electric light throughout. Excellent stage and dressing rooms. Situate centre of the
town.”
It was not until the end of the year that the theatre re-opened:
“Now under entirely new management. It has been redecorated throughout, completely relighted,
special attention having been paid to the stage requirements both back and front of the Theatre brought
thoroughly up to date, the intention of the licensees being to cater for first class companies. Reopening
November 26th . Manager: Edward Furneau (of the New Theatre)
The Grand was enlarged in 1924 when it was re-developed as the Grand Cinema and was leased to William
Coutts, the Swansea theatre and cinema impresario. In1938 the cinema underwent further enlargement, and
could seat 1100. Its owners in the mid-1950s, the Portavon Cinema Co. Ltd., decided against installing
CinemaScope equipment, and shortly afterwards the cinema closed. It re-opened as a Bingo Club in 1963 and
finally closed in 1972 when the building was demolished in a redevelopment of the area.

VINT’S PALACE / PALACE, Aberavon
1910
1911
1914
1922
1939
1949
1972

Opened as Vint’s Palace Theatre
Transferred to new building
Sold to new owners due to Vint’s bankruptcy
Renamed the Palace Cinema
Cinema closed.
Building converted into a furniture store
Closed & demolished

Situated in Water Street, Leon Vint’s Palace opened in 1910 in a temporary building, then in November 1911 a
magnificent new Palace opened “with a fine front and a well-arranged interior with a good stage and plenty of
seating accommodation for 800 persons so arranged that every person has a full and uninterrupted view of the
stage. Special attention has been paid to suitable emergency exits.”
It operated as a cine-variety featuring a wide range of music hall turns which included Chard’s Dogs, The Ten
Sousa Arabs, The Spanish Goldini Troupe, Eight Welsh Miners in their song scena, La Belle Nyaha “with her
African pythons and descriptive classical and oriental dances”, and Daisy Graham and her performing birds.
All this including films !
At the start of 1914 Leon Vint was facing bankruptcy and the Palace was sold to new owners, The Aberavon
and Port Talbot Theatres Co. Ltd, whose resident manager was William Mitchell. However, in less than a year
this company, too, was put into
liquidation, and by December the venue
had changed hands once more, and was
now owned by a Mr Brokenshaw.
This seems to have been an unlucky
business, for it was sold twice more in
the next four years, and in October
1919 the unexpired term of the original
lease was offered at auction as part of a
liquidation process.
By 1922, it was operated by Max
Corne. It seems to have closed in 1939
with the outbreak of the Second World
War, and did not reopen. After the war
it was bought by the David Evans
Furniture Company and was used as a
retail shop for many years.
The
building was finally demolished in
1972.
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VINT’S HIPPODROME/ Empire Cinema
1912
1914
?
1937

Opened as the Hippodrome
Sold due to Vint’s bankruptcy
Renamed the Empire Cinema
Seriously damaged by fire. Closed & later demolished

Leon Vint’s cine-variety opened in Talbot Road in 1912 as the
Hippodrome, and almost immediately he announced that he would be
replacing it with a New Hippodrome. Building work began on the new
venue but Vint’s company ran into serious financial difficulties. The
incomplete “new” Hippodrome was sold and would later re-open as the
New Theatre; the “old” Hippodrome was sold and would later be redeveloped and change its name to the Empire .
During the war years the new owners developed it as a touring venue for
plays, musicals and revues – it seems there was already more than enough
supply of film shows to meet the demand. Even as late as 1929 the Empire
was still offering mostly live shows, with its new manager, Howel J. Lewis,
announcing revues such as “Hot Ice” and “Fetch a Policeman”. However, talking pictures were proving
overwhelming competition for the old-fashioned musical revues and in March 1929 the Empire was offered on
a three-month rental period to “any interested repertory company”.
The tenancy was assumed by the Earle Metcalfe Rep Company, who ended up staying 27 weeks in Port Talbot
before moving on to the Workmen’s Hall, Ferndale for another long season. (There was a more famous Earl
Metcalfe– Earl without the final “e” - an American star of the silent screen who had been killed a year earlier in
Hollywood as a result of falling from an aeroplane!) At the start of 1930 the Afan and District Amateur
Operatic Society staged a highly successful production of “The Marriage Market”, after which the Empire
seems to have been completely given over to cinema use. In 1937 during the showing of the film “The Firefly”
a real fire broke out. The cinema was successfully evacuated, but the fire took hold and destroyed the building.

PICTUREDROME / CAPITOL
1912
1930s
1948
1970s

Opened as the Picturedrome
Renamed the Capitol
Closed, eventually used as a furniture store
Demolished

The Picturedrome opened in High Street
Aberavon in 1912 as a cine-variety 1912 and
ran successfully through the war years under its
manager, Mr MacMullen. By 1923 it had
changed hands and under its new manager,
John Rees, it had an extremely successful few
years, apparently running almost exclusively as
a live theatre. (None of the references in the
1920s refer to any film shows, and seem to
imply it is being run as a variety theatre. )
During these years the artists appearing
included The Scholey Sisters and Olga Zita
who “heads an excellent bill this week, her act
comprising good selections on various
instruments including saxophone and bagpipes,
accompanied by frequent changes of
costumes.”
By 1937, it had been re-named Capitol Cinema
and was operated by Woodwards Cinemas.
The Capitol closed in 1948 and was purchased
by David Evans Ltd. of Swansea but lay empty
and unused for some years. In 1953 David
Evans converted it into a furnishing store. The building was demolished in the 1970’s for the construction of a
new town centre.
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AFAN LIDO
1965 Opened
2009 Major damage as a result of a fire
2011 Demolished
The Afan Lido Swimming Pool and Entertainments Centre was
officially opened on June 25th 1965 by the Queen. The building
contained a small hall that could be used for certain kinds of
entertainment, but the main sports hall was a flexible space with an
hydraulic stage that could be set up for major stadium-type concerts.
The first head of the entertainments staff was Graham Jenkins,
brother of Richard Burton.
As well as boxing matches and political rallies over the years the Hall
saw major concerts from performers like Vera Lynn, Tom Jones,
Shirley Bassey, Nana Mouskouri and the Everly Brothers, and from
bands like Spencer Davis, Pink Floyd and, in recent years, Coldpay
and McFly.
In December 2009 a major fire destroyed much of the complex, and
what was left of the building was demolished in 2011. There are
current ongoing discussions on some kind of replacement.

PRINCESS ROYAL THEATRE
1987 Opened in the former Civic Centre
1989 Official opening by the Princess Royal
The theatre is part of the Civic Centre, and occupies one wing of
the new building which was completed in 1987. The stage area is
around 54ft wide (including wings) and 21ft deep and does not
have a fly-tower It is equipped with six dressing rooms.
Unfortunately it has a very difficult get-in, restricting the larger
shows from using the venue. It is a multi-purpose, flat floor
auditorium with a fixed seating balcony.

Some cinemas in Port Talbot and Aberavon
Public Hall Cinema
1912 Opened
The Public Hall Cinema was in operation by 1912 under its manager, Mr. J.J. Mathias. It was in operation for at
least two years, after which no further information is known.

Ebley’s / Olympic Cinema
1915 Opened as Ebley’s Cinema
1920s Rebuilt and enlarged as the Olympic Cinema
1960s Closed
The Ebley family had toured their portable bioscope around South
Wales from the 1890s onwards, but by 1915 the outbreak of war
made such touring impossible. Many of the fairground travellers
saw their wagons requisitioned for troop and equipment transport.
Edward Ebly and his son Robert settled in the Cwmavon district of
Port Talbot, and built a small 200-seat, bricks and mortar cinema
with their own hands. This Ebley cinema in Depot Road,
Cwmavon, looked more like a double fronted terraced house with
a slightly wider than usual entrance. Above the door was a stone slab bearing the legend "Cinema". In the 1920s, it
was re-built as the Olympic Cinema, with just under 600 seats. The proscenium was 27ft wide. The Olympic
Cinema was still open in 1966, but had gone from listings by 1980 and was in other uses.
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Majestic / Odeon
1938
1947
1971
1980
1995

Opened
Renamed the Odeon
Cinema closed and used for bingo
Closed and left unused
Demolished

The Majestic Cinema opened on January 11th 1938 in
an official ceremony performed by the Mayor of Port
Talbot, Sir Geoffrey Byass. The opening films were
“The Show Goes On” and “There Goes My Girl”. It
was a magnificent luxury venue, seating 1500. The
first manager was Mr Vivian Aldridge, who had
previously managed the Port Talbot New Theatre at
the end of the First World War.
The Majestic was taken over by the Odeon group in
December 1943, and renamed the Odeon in 1947, at
which time the seating capacity had been reduced to
1370. In March 1971 the cinema was sold to
Wyndham Lewis and became a Bingo Hall, and
remained in bingo use until September 6th 1980 when
it finally closed. The ground floor was used as a
furniture store for a short while, but the building was
soon left empty and unused. It gradually fell into a
very neglected state and was finally pulled down to
make way for a new Tesco store in July 1995.

Plaza Cinema
1940
1983
1985
1988
1999

Opened
Closed and used for bingo
Reopened
Converted as a three-screen cinema
Closed

In 1939, the cinema under construction in Talbot Road was intended to be a new Odeon, and its initial design was
very much in the “house style” associated with the Odeon Group. However the outbreak of the Second World War
led to emergency rules whereby all building work was halted and only those buildings more than 50% completed
were allowed to carry on. Accordingly work on the Plaza continued, but the Odeon Group decided to sell it to an
independent operator on the grounds that the completed building would not up to the luxurious standards associated
with the Odeon name. Renamed the Plaza, the independent cinema opened in April 1940, albeit with much of its
decoration, signage and luxury fittings missing. These final touches would not be in place until after 1950 when the
building restrictions were lifted.
In 1983 it closed as a cinema with
the film “Tootsie” and became a
bingo club. It re-opened as a cinema
on 18th October 1985 with Walt
Disney’s “Peter Pan”
and by
August 1988 it was converted into a
four screen operation with seating
capacities in the screens listed as
450, 280, 165 and 120.
The Plaza Cinema finally closed at
the start of 1999 when the Apollo
group had just opened a six-screen
multiplex on the beach front in
Aberavon. The Plaza has been
empty and unused since then . It
does have a Grade II Listing.
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Regent, Taibach
1936
1943
1952
1956

Opened
Taken over by the Odeon Group
Some renovation and redecoration
Closed

The Regent Cinema opened in the High Street, Taibach on October
26th 1936. It had 887seats. Along with the Port Talbot Majestic, it
was taken over by the Odeon Group in December 1943, but
retained the Regent name, so as not to confuse it with the Odeon
name given to the renamed Majestic .It closed in October 1956 and
was converted in to Co-Op store and by 1994, it had been
converted into a Body Shape health studio & gym.

Apollo/ Reel Cinemas
1988 Opened as the Apollo Cinemas
2013 Taken over by the Reel Cinema group
The Apollo was a six screen complex on the beach
front in Aberavon, and opened in December 1988.
The area was (somewhat inappropriately?) named
Hollywood Park.
The complex was taken over by the Reel Cinemas
chain in January 2013.

